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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF FIRST MOTION IN LIMINE 
1. FACTS 
On October 3,2007 Detective Hopple of the Lewiston Police Department talks with a 
representative of Sprint about obtaining cell phone records ofMr. Branigh. (Bate stamp #'s 75-76; 
See an attached affidavit of Charles E. Kovis with attached documents) In these documents 
Detective Hopple is told by Sprint he must produce a warrant to obtain the records. Detective 
Hopple requests that Sprint freeze all records and shut off the cell phone service. This is done. 
Detective Hopple then faxes a preservation letter to Sprint after he's had the service shut off. (Bates 
stamp #'s 176-177) 
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On October 4, 2007, Detective Hopple talks to Sprint again. (Bates stamp #'s 85) He finds 
out that the preservation letter did not go through and he faxes it again. Detective Hopple then 
obtains a Search Warrant for records from Sprint Nextel Corporate Security, Subpoena 
Compliance, located at 6480 Sprint Parkway in Overland Park, Texas (Fax # 913-315-0736) 
(Bates stamp #' s 179-186) Detective Hopple faxes the search warrant to Sprint (Bates stamp # 178) 
On October 10,2007, Detective HoppOle talks to Sprint once again. (Bates stamp # 110) At 
this time, Sprint indicates they have received a faxed copy of a "preservation letter" and a search 
warrant, and that the phone service is frozen. 
On October 31, 2007, Detective Hopple receives records from Sprint via fax. (Bates stamp 
#317) These records include text message records and call logs. (Bates Stamp # 318-416) These 
records are from Overland Park, Kansas. 
On November 29, 2007, Detective Hopple talks to Sprint once more. (Bates Stamp # 499) 
He speaks with Ricardo Leal to request a certification/authentication letter for the text records and 
the subscriber information for the telephone number. Ricardo Leal explained that the search warrant 
had to specifically request those two items be included and requested. He explained that another 
search warrant would have to be served. 
Detective Hopple presumably obtains a search warrant for records from Sprint Nextel , 
Corporate Security, Subpoena Compliance, located at 6480 Sprint Parkway in Overland Park, 
Texas (Fax 913-315-0736) (Bates stamp #'s 446-452) 
At approximately 1317 hours, Detective Hopple faxes the Search Warrant to Sprint (Bates 
stamp #'s 441,443,444) At some point (2:56 p.m. ?) Sprint faxes telephone records to Detective 
Hopple (Bates stamp #'s 453-498) from Overland Park, Kansas. 
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At 3:49 p.m., after the search warrant and been served and records obtained, the Order, 
(Bates stamp #442), the Return (Bates stamp #'s 443-444), the Acknowledgment (Bates stamp[ 
#445), and the Affidavit (Bates stamp #'s 445-450) are filed with the Court. 
At 3:50 p.m., the Search Warrant is filed with the Court. (Bates stamp #'s 451-452). 
II. ARGUMENT 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and its counterpart, Article I, 
Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution, guarantee the right of every citizen to be free from 
unreasonable searches and seizures. State v. Fancher, 145 Idaho 832, 840, 186 P.3d 688 (Ct. 
App.2008) (cites omitted) Specifically, a person has the right to "be secure in their persons, houses, 
papers, and effects." Fourth Amendment; Idaho Const. art. I, § 17. Id. at 840. 
Application of the constitutional safeguards from unreasonable search and seizure depends 
on whether the person invoking protection had a justifiable, reasonable, or legitimate expectation 
of privacy which was invaded by some governrnental action. Id. at 840 citing to (Smith v. Maryland, 
442 U.S. 735, 740, 99 S.Ct. 2577, 2580-81, 61 L.Ed.2d 220, 226-27 (1979); Spencer, 139 Idaho 
at 738, 85 P.3d at 1137. As such, a Fourth Amendment analysis involves a determination of 
whether the defendant has an actual, subjective expectation of privacy and, if so, whether the 
defendant's expectation of privacy, when viewed objectively, was reasonable under the 
circumstances. !d. at 840 citing to State v. Wilkins, 125 Idaho 215, 222,868 P.2d 1231, 1238 
(1994); Spencer, 139 Idaho at 738, 85 P.3d at 1137. An expectation of privacy is objectively 
reasonable when it is legitimate, justifiable, and one society should both recognize and protect. Id. 
at 840 citing to Spencer, 139 Idaho at 738,85 P.3d at 1137; State v. Johnson, 126 Idaho 859, 862, 
893 P.2d 806, 809 (Ct.App.1995). The burden is on the defendant to prove the existence of a 
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legitimate expectation of privacy. Id. at 840 citing to Spencer, 139 Idaho at 739,85 P.3d at 1138; 
State v. Dreier, 139 Idaho 246,251, 76 P.3d 990, 995 (Ct.App.2003). 
Mr. Branigh has both a sUbjective and an objective expectation of privacy in his dealing with 
Sprint Nextel. As a subscriber, he can reasonably rely upon Sprint Nextel's Privacy Policy which 
has been produced and attached to the Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis in Support of First Motion in 
Limine. This privacy policy would lead any subscriber to believe that he or she can reasonably 
believe that his or her telephone records are private under the circumstances described in the policy. 
Any Sprint Nextel subscriber, including Mr. Branigh, has a subjective expectation of privacy based 
upon the privacy policy which applies to Sprint's plans. 
Mr. Branigh also has an objective expectation of privacy in his telephone records kept by 
Sprint Nextel. Much ofthe Sprint Nextel Privacy Policy language mirrors that found and codified 
at 47 U.S.C. §222. 
47 U.S.C. § 222 states in pertinent parts: 
Title 47 - Telegraphs, Telephone, and Radiotelegraphs 
CHAPTER 5 - WIRE OR RADIO COMMUNICATION 
Subchapter II - Common Carriers 
Part I Common Carrier Regulation 
Sec. 222. Privacy of customer information: 
( a) In general 
Every telecommunications carrier has a duty to protect the confidentiality of 
proprietary information of, and relating to, other telecommunication carriers, 
equipment manufacturers, and customers, including telecommunication carriers 
reselling telecommunications services provided by a telecommunications carrier. 
(h) Customer proprietary network information 
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The tenn "customer proprietary network infonnation" means configuration, type, 
destination, location, and amount of use of a telecommunications service subscribed 
to by any customer of a telecommunications carrier, and that is made available to the 
carrier by the customer solely by virtue of the carrier-customer relationship ... 
The privacy policy includes a section discussing Customer Proprietary NetworkInformation 
and special rules related to access of that infonnation. It also discusses Disclosure of Personal 
Information wherein the policy states: "We disclose personal information when we believe release 
is appropriate to comply with the law (e.g., legal process, E911 infonnation) ... " Mr. Branigh can 
rely upon his records being private and undisclosed until Sprint Nextel complies with "legal 
process." 
As stated above in Fancher, "(A)n expectation of privacy is objectively reasonable when it 
is legitimate,justifiable, and one society should both recognize and protect." Fancher at 840. Here, 
because the expectation of privacy has been codified, the legislature has made that expectation 
legitimate, justifiable and one that has been both recognized and protected. Mr. Branigh has proven 
the existence of a legitimate expectation of privacy, both subjectively and objectively. 
Next, the Court must determine if Mr. Branigh's legitimate expectation of privacy was 
invaded by some governmental action. 
As stated above in Fancher, the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution, and 
its counterpart, Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution, guarantee the right of every citizen 
to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. Specifically, a person has the right to "be secure 
in their persons, houses, papers, and effects. The actions by Detective Hopple amounted to an 
unreasonable seizure and subsequent search not only once but at least twice. 
On October 4, 2007, Detective Hopple obtained an Idaho search warrant to obtain records 
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from: Sprint Nextel Corporate Security, Subpoena Compliance located at 6480 Sprint Parkway 
in Overland Park, Texas (Fax 913-315-0731) (Bates stamp #'s 179-186) An Idaho search warrant 
is only valid in Idaho. It is not valid in any other state. I.C. § 67-2337states: 
67-2337. Extraterritorial authority of peace officers. 
(2) All authority that applies to peace officers when performing their assigned 
functions and duties within the territorial limits of the respective city or political 
subdivisions, where they are employed, shall apply to them outside such territorial 
limits to the same degree and extent only when anyone (1) of the following 
conditions exist: 
(a) A request for law enforcement assistance is made by a law enforcement agency 
of said jurisdiction. 
(b) The peace officer possesses probable cause to believe a crime is 
occurring involving afelony or an immediate threat of serious bodily 
injury or death to any person. 
(c) When a peace officer is in fresh pursuit as defined in and pursuant 
to chapter 7, title 19, Idaho Code. 
Detective Hopple acted outside his territorial jurisdiction. He did not have any extraterritorial 
authority pursuant to any exception found in I.C. § 67-2337 when he requested the search warrant. 
Therefore, Detective Hopple conducted an illegal seizure and search. Pursuant to the exclusionary 
rule, evidence obtained as a result of an illegal search is inadmissible in the criminal trial of a 
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defendant. Fancher at 843. 
Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution mandates that no warrants shall issue "without 
probable cause shown by affidavit, particularly describing the place to be searched and the person 
or thing to be seized." The 4th Amendment to the United States Constitution states that" ... no 
warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly 
describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized." 
The search warrant affidavit states that the records are in Overland Park, Texas. The records 
came from Overland Park, Kansas. The search warrant was served in the wrong state. Not the 
wrong house. Not the wrong apartment building. The wrong state. Pursuant to the exclusionary 
rule, evidence obtained as a result of an illegal search is inadmissible in the criminal trial of a 
defendant. Fancher at 843. 
Again, on November 29,2007, Detective Hopple obtains another Idaho search warrant to 
obtain a certification/authentication letter for the previously obtained records and also to obtain 
subscriber information from Sprint Nextel Corporate Security, Subpoena Compliance located 
at 6480 Sprint Parkway in Overland Park, Texas (Fax 913-315-0731) (Bates stamp #'s 446-452) 
The same arguments for the original search warrant apply here. The Idaho search warrant is 
extraterritorial and not valid outside the State ofIdaho. The Idaho search warrant for Overland Park, 
Texas is invalid. It isn't a valid search warrant in Kansas either because it was, again, extraterritorial 
and it was served prior to being filed with the Court. (Bates stamp #'s 441,443-444 & 442-452) 
Further, any records, documents or evidence seized pursuant to this warrant are the fruits of 
an illegal seizure pursuant to an invalid and illegal service of the first invalid Idaho search warrant. 
Case law mandates that this evidence be suppressed. The Court of Appeals in Fancher at 843 states 
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that "(T)his includes not only evidence uncovered as a direct result of the illegal search, but also any 
evidence later discovered that is a "fruit of the poisonous tree" citing to Segura v. United States, 468 
u.s. 796, 804, 104 S.Ct. 
Also, LC.R. 41 (e) states that if a person is aggrieved by a search and seizure, the remedy is 
to restore the property and not admit the evidence at any hearing or trial. Mr. Branigh requests that 
his telephone records be given back to him. He further requests that the telephone records not be 
admitted at triaL 
III. CONCLUSION 
Mr. Branigh has a legitimate,justified and reasonable expectation of privacy in his telephone 
records as expressed by 47 U.S.C. § 222 and the Sprint Nextel Privacy Policy. His reasonable 
expectation of privacy in his records was invaded by not only one invalid Idaho search warrant, but 
by a second invalid Idaho search warrant issued a month later. Both of these warrants were 
extraterritoriaL Both of these warrants were served in the wrong state. All evidence obtained from 
these illegal warrants should be suppressed pursuant to the exclusionary rule and fruit of the 
poisonous tree. All evidence obtained from these illegal warrants should be returned to him and not 
used against him at trial pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 41 (e). 
DATED this 17th day of October 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
a ~ I hereby certify that on the IJ day of October, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Memorandum 
in Support of First Motion in Limine was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JU~feTAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ 
PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH, 
Defendant 
Case No.: CR 07-8107 
ORDER SEALING PORTION OF 
RECORD 
The Court hereby finds that, In order to protect and 
insure the rights of the parties to a fair and 
impartial trial, it is necessary that certain portions 
of the record be temporarily sealed. It is hereby 
ordered that the following items be sealed by the 
court: 
1) Memorandum in Support of Attorney's Motion to 
Withdraw filed March 3, 2008; 
2) Affidavit of Charles Kavis in Support of First 
Motion In Limine and attached documents filed 
October 20, 2008. 
It is further ordered that such items shall remain 
sealed for the time necessary to select the jury to 
preside in the trial of the above-entitled action. 
ORDER SEALING PORTION OF RE~roT 1 505 
Dated this 21st day of Oct 
ORDER - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SEALING PORTION OF RECORD was: 
"..,--hand delivered via court basket, or 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this 21 day of October 
2008, to: 
Dan Spickler 
PO Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Charles Kovis ~_ J 
PO Box 9292 rwt' 
Moscow,ID 83843-9292 
ORDER SEALING PORTION OF RECORD - 3 
ORDER SEALING PORTION OF RECORD 
501 
DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 F/ LED 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 ~ COT 2..1 PPl 3 15 
LS.B.N. 2923 
:.:: DiST. COUfn 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CR2007-0008107 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
OF THE JURY TRIAL 
COMES NOW, DANIEL L. SPICKLER, Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County, 
State of Idaho, and moves that the Jury Trial which was scheduled for the 3rd day of 
November 2008, at the hour of 9:00 a.m., be rescheduled to date and time to be 
determined by the Court. 
This Motion is made and based on the grounds that the State's key witness in 
this matter, Desiree Anderson, is currently pregnant with twins and on complete bed 
rest until they are delivered. The due date for the twins is November 24, 2008, and it 
is unknown at this time whether or not Ms. Anderson will be available to testify at the 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
OF THE JURY TRIAL -1-
50? 
Jury Trial in this matter as a result of her medical condition. Therefore, a continuance 
is requested in order to avoid undue prejudice to the State should its key witness be 
unavailable. t 
DATED this a \ S..___ day of October 20 8. 
Prosecuting Attorney 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE was 
(1) ___ hand delivered, or 
(2) 
(3) 
hand delivered via court basket, or 
7 sent via facsimile, or 
(4) ___ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
- - - ._--"----------
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
~ 
DATED this day of October 2008. 
r. Legal Assistant 
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 
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Plaintiff, 
vs. 
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The above-entitled case is hereby scheduled as follows: 
All pretrial motions shalloe -filed on or before November 7, 2008; 
All pretrial motions shall be heard on November 25,2008 at 9:00 a.m.; 
December 3, 2008, at 1 :30 p.m., completion of juror questionnaire by jury panel. 
December 5, 2008, at 9:00 a.m. voir dire in open court/individual voir dire, with evidence to 
commence upon completion of voir dire. 
Dated this 2-J day of October 2008. 
ORDER SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS 1 
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CERTIFICA TE OF MAILING 
I hereby certifY that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER SCHEDULING PROCEEDINGS was: 
~ hand delivered via court basket, or 
/' 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this -Bay of October 2008, to: 
Dan Spickler 
PO Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Charles Kovis 
POBox 9292 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CHANGE 
OF VENUE ALONG WITH AFFIDAVIT 
OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
COMES NOW, Charles E. Kovis, attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh, and moves to supplement 
Defendant's Motion/or Change a/Venue filed with this Court on January 9,2008. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 1 
S/~ 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2. I am supplementing the Motion for Change of Venue which was filed by Mr. 
Branigh's former attorney, Robert J. Van Idour, with the documents attached at 
Exhibit "A." 
3. Exhibit "A" contains copies of articles found online at the web site for KOZE 950 
radio station in Lewiston, Idaho. These stories were presumably aired on the radio 
in the Lewiston area at the various times and dates listed on the individual news 
stories. 
-rt1 
DATED this ~day of October 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this ~ day of October 2008. 
A'. /:-J 
- __ /f. ," _, 
SECOND SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
NotarY Public in and 
Residing at Moscow the 
My commission expires: ---,-Lf-,-/':y __ '7L-~-u()~cr,--____ _ 
2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
p/ 
I hereby certify that on the g - day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Supplementation 
of Defendant's Motionfor Change of Venue 
Along with Affidavit of Charles E. Kavis 
was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. Box 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
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lranigh I Talk Radio 950 KOZE-AM http://www.koze950.coml?s=branigh&x=O&y= 
HomeAboutContactTaik Shows Working at KOZE 
Talk Radio 950 KOZE-AM I Lewiston, Idaho 
Search: ~ranigh 
Search Results 
Branigh murder trial could be delaved again 
Filed Under (Clarkston, Crime, Idaho, LC 
Valley, Lewiston, News,w;;;$hingt;;;") by.lason 
Ford on October-22-2008 
oft-delayed murder trial 
of a Clarkston man could be pushed back again. 
Leotis Branigh, 32, is scheduled to stand trial 
Nov. 3 on a first-degree murder charge for the 
October 2007 shooting death of Michael 
Johnston outside Johnston's home on Cedar 
A venue in the Lewiston Orchards. 
Branigh also faces a felony eluding charge after 
leading authorities on a high-speed chase 
following the shooting, but that count will be 
addressed at a separate trial. 
In the murder case, Branigh' s attorney has filed 
a motion to exclude any text-message evidence 
gathered by police, saying the search warrant 
used to collect that evidence was improperly 
sought - a renewed change of venue motion has 
also been filed. 
Meanwhile, prosecutors have requested a delay 
in the trial as a key witness would be 
unavailable to testify on the currently scheduled 
date~ 
Jury selection is scheduled to begin Oct. 30, but 
if a delay is granted, it's expected the trial 
wouldn't get underway until December. 
(0) Comments 
Branigh's murder trial scheduled to begin this 
week 
Filed Under (Crime, Idaho, LC Vallev, 
Lewiston, News) by Jason Ford on 
September-8-2008 
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~~-. .---- fhe murder trial of a 
Clarkston man is scheduled to get underway this 
week. 
The trial was most recently scheduled to begin at 
the end of June, but was postponed to allow 
Leotis Branigh's defense attorney more time to 
prepare for the case. 
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-More headlines 
o Potlatch Corp. reports 30 eamin!!s of 
$25.3 million 
o Crapo questions regulators on federal 
role in economic crisis 
o Homecoming: Vandals face N.M. State 
o Deadline approaches for mail-out 
absentee ballots 
o Plavoff implications abound on local 
H.S. football scene 
o Interior plans to open federal lands in 
Idaho. Wash. to geothermal energY 
o Wash. election results not expected for 
days after Nov. 4 
o Wash. DOC delays prison expansion 
opening 
o Down economy boosts Idaho liquor 
sales 
o Report: Insurance premiums rose 4x 
faster than Idaho wages from 2000-2007 
o Police investigate assaults in Pullman 
o Counties, tribe at odds over pollution 
cleanup plan for Lake Coeur d' Alene 
o Meridian chamber supports Minnick 
over Sali in ID congressional race 
o Fire officials offer tips on ways to 
prevent and prepare for blazes in the 
home 
o Idaho foodbank demand up 25 percent 
Branigh, 32, has pleaded innocent to a charge of 
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1.2007, shooting death of Michael Johnston, 32, 
near Johnston 's home in the 1000 block of 
Cedar Avenue in the Lewiston Orchards. 
Branigh also pleaded innocent to a felony 
eluding charge stemming from a high-speed 
chase from Clarkston to the Orchards following 
the shooting. 
Branigh will face the two charges at separate 
jury trials. He remains in custody at the Nez 




Branigh 's murder trial moved to Scpt. 8 
Filed Under (Idaho, LC Valley, Lewiston, 
News) by Jason Ford on June-27-2008 
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murder trial of a 
kston man was scheduled 
begin this week, but has 
postponed to Sept. 8. - .. :.;. . . ...... 
~:: ... 4 '. _ trial was most recently ' 
scheduled to begin Monday, but was postponed 
to allow Leotis Branigh's defense attorney more 
time to prepare for the case. 
Branigh, 32, has pleaded innocent to a charge of 
first-degree murder in connection wi til the Oct. 
I shooting death of Michael Johnston, 32, near 
Johnston's home in the 1000 block of Cedar 
A venue in the Lewiston Orchards. Branigh also 
pleaded innocent to a felony eluding charge 
stemming from a high-speed chase from 
Clarkston to the Orchards following the 
shooting. 
Branigh will face the two charges at separate 
- "jury fr'i als.-Heremains inclIstodY ilt the NeZ ' 
Perce County Jail. 
(0) Comm.::nts Read 
More 
Clarkston man gets separate trials for murder. 
felony eluding 
Filed Under (Clarkston, Idaho, LC Valley, 
News, Washington) by Jason Ford on 
March-3-2008 
A Clarkston man will get 
separate trials on charges 
that he fatally shot a 
Lewiston man then tried 
to elude police in a 
high-speed chase several 
hours later. 
Idaho 2nd District Judge Jeff Brudie has ruled 
that Leotis Branigh, 31, will get separate trials 
for charges of first-degree murder and felony 
eluding. The charges stem from the Oct. I 
shooting death of Michael Johnston, 32, in 
Lewiston and a subsequent police chase. 
Branigh's attorney had argued the two events 
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pursued by the police was evidence of guilt. 
Branigh remains in custody at the Nez Perce 
County Jail and is scheduled to stand trial 
March 17. 
(0) Comments 
Judge: Branign trial to stay in Nez Perce County 
Filed Under (Clarkston, Idaho, LC Valley, 
Lewiston, Military, News) by Jason Ford on 
February-25-2008 
A 2nd District Judge has 
denied a Lewiston murder 
suspect's motion to get 
move his trial to another 
county. Judge Jeff Brudie 
denied that request, along 
with another to have the 
charges against Leotis Branigh dropped. 
Branigh, 31, of Clarkston, is charged in the Oct 
I shooting death of Michael Johnston, 32, 
outside Johnston's Cedar Avenue home in the 
Lewiston Orchards. Branigh was taken into 
custody following a high-speed chase just a few 
hours after the shooting. 
Branigh has pleaded innocent to charges of 
first-degree murder and felony eluding. He is 
scheduled to stand trial March 17. 
(0) Comments 
Judge denies Branim's request for 
self-representation 
Filed Under (Clarkston; . Idaho; lC Valley, 
Lewiston, News, Washington) by Jason Ford on 
January-31-2008 
A 2nd District Judge has 
denied a Clarkston man's 
request to represent 
himself in his first-degree 
murder trial. Leotis 
Branigh, 31, faces a 
March 17 trial after 
pleading innocent to the murder charge in 
connection to the Oct 1 shooting death of 
Michael Johnston, 32, in the Lewiston Orchards. 
Branigh had asked that his pubic defenders be 
removed from the case, saying they weren't 
serving him in a timely and definitive manner. 
However, the judge questioned whether Branigh 
was qualified to represent himself in a criminal 
matter like the one before him, and Branigh 
agreed that it would not be in his best interest to 
defend himself. 
Branigh, if convicted, faces the possibility of 
life in prison. 
(0) Comments 
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Bond set at $1 million for man charged in 
Lewiston murder 
Filed Under (Clarkston, Idaho, LC Vallev, 
Le\viston, News, Washington) by Jason Ford on 
J anuary-25-2008 
Bond has been set at $1 
million for a Clarkston 
man charged with killing 
a Lewiston man last fall. 
The next hearing for 
Leotis Branigh, 31, is 
scheduled for next week 
to address his request to let remove his attomeys 
and represent himself. 
Read the rest of this entry » 
(0) Conuuents 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF TIlE SECO:: :~TRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
) 
Plaintiff, ) EX-PARTE ORDER GRANTING 
) MOTION TO EMPLOY EXPERT 
vs. ) TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, ) 
) UNDER SEAL 
Defendant. ) 
After reviewing the Motion to Employ Expert to Examine Cell Phone, the Affidavit of 
Charles E. Kavis in Support of Motion to Employ Expert to Examine Cell Phone, the records and 
files herein, and being fully advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defense is allowed to hire Forensic Computer 
Service to assist in the defense of Mr. Branigh. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the amount expended shall not exceed $ J-.500 
without further order of this Court. 
DATED this ~ day of ~.MzM5S 2008. 
EX-PARTE ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO 
EMPLOY EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 5/9 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
3 12 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILED 
:, J 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
-Defendant~ 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 










CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
UNDER SEAL 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2. On October 15,2008 my investigator, Robb Bentley, and I went to the Lewiston 
Police Department evidence room. We were accompanied by Brian Birdsell, 
Lewiston Police Department evidence officer. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 1 
3. At that time, we examined all of the evidence that was in the evidence room 
pertaining to Mr. Branigh's case. One particular piece of evidence we examined 
was Michael Johnston's cell phone. Mr. Johnston is the deceased victim in this 
case. 
4. Mr. Birdsell allowed us to turn on Mr. Johnston's cell phone and examine the 
phone and its cohtents which included, among other things, the contact list, in-
going and out-going calls and text messages. At that time we noticed several calls 
and text messages had been received by that cell phone after October 1,2007, the 
day ofMr. Johnston's death. Some of those text messages that came in after 
October 1,2007 were purportedly sent from a cell phone that the State of Idaho 
says belongs to Mr. Branigh. At the time those text messages were allegedly sent, 
Mr. Branigh was in the Nez Perce County Jail. Also, some of the text messages 
that were received after October 1, 2007 were from people sending condolences to 
Mr. Johnston. 
5. On October 21,2007, I arranged to have the evidence brought to the Nez Perce 
County Jail so that Mr. Branigh could examine the evidence with Mr. Bentley and 
me. Mr. Branigh examined all of the evidence that Mr. Bentley and I had 
previously examined including the cell phone of Michael Johnston. 
6. At that time, we could find no text messages on the cell phone that were dated 
after October 1,2007. Mr. Birdsell examined the cell phone and he couldn't find 
the text messages either. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 2 
7. I believe that the test messages and calls after October 1,2007 remain in the 
memory of the cell phone. I would like to hire Forensic Computer Service of 
1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324, Saint Louis, MO. 63011 to examine the cell 
phone and SIM card to recover any deleted messages. 
8. Attached to this affidavit are the CV of the expert Greg Chatten, along with a list 
of his litigated cases. Also attached is a forensic service agreement explaining the 
rates that would apply. 
9. I believe that recovering these deleted messages is essential to defending Mr. 
Branigh. 
~e-.(~ 
Charles E. Kovis, Attorney for Leotis Branigh 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this _3 __ day of November 2008. 
Notary Public in and for the S 
Residing at Moscow therein. 
My commission expires: --,~-,--'---'.q _____ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF NON-SERVICE 
I hereby certify that NO service was made upon 
the ez Perce County Pro~cuter's ?ffice. _ 
l {C--ov~ 
Charles E. Kovis, Attorney for Mr. Branigh 
AFFIDA VIr OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
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Greg Chatten 
1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324 Saint Louis, Missouri 63011 Ph. 636.273.4400 
Curriculum Vitae 
Date & Place of Birth:  Peoria, IL. 
Technical Experience and Proficiency: 
Computer hardware systems design, installation, repair and support 
Computer programming in assembly language, C, C+, C++, COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC, SQL, ASP, JAVA, 
VBSCRIPT, PERL, HTML and their variants 
Operating system programming, tuning and internals 
Design and programming of data backup, file recovery and analysis, encryption and decrypting, 
data security, intrusion detection, firewall and data analysis software 
EnCase forensic software 
Database system design and programming 
Data communication network design, installation and training 
Internet network routing design and installation 
2-way Radio systems design, installation and repair including transceivers, repeaters and antenna systems 
Design and installation of covert and non-covert communication and surveillance systems 
Large scale computer hardware and software systems design, installation and support 
Digital video production and media conversion 
Management Experience: 
President & CEO (IT and non-IT) 
Vice-President of Operations (non-IT) 
Director of Data Processing 
IT consultant 







President and CEO, Forensic Computer Service, Inc. 2003 to present 
Provides data acquisition, evidence recovery, media exchange, data conversion, expert witness and witness 
preparation services to the legal and business communities for private, civil and criminal subjects. Analysis and 
reporting of disc and other media storage, computer usage including tracking and data comparison using a 
variety of search and verification methods. 
President and CEO, st. Louis Internet, Inc. 1994 to present 
Provider of Internet services (ISP) to business customers. Services include connectivity, secure communications, 
web hosting, web site design, EMAIL, network design and installation, and other Internet related products and 
services. Design, sales and support of high-end computer servers, networks, firewalls and other data 
connectivity hardware and software for Intranet and Internet use. 
President and CEO, Advanced Digital Systems of St. Louis, Inc. 1990 to present 
Design, sales and installation of commercial 2-way radio communication systems to police, fire, EMS and 
commercial customers. Design, sales and service of encrypted frequency-hopping 2-way wireless communication 
systems. Distributor of high-end wireless surveillance equipment to U.S. Government agencies such as the 
Department of Defense, SPAWAR Naval Systems and the Federal Protection Service. Design, sales, 
consultation, installation and support of wired, wireless, conventional and non-conventional (speciality) electronic 
alarm and surveillance systems. Security consultation services to business. Manufacture, sales, operation and 
service o\13tFtlD:i1\tY£llr@i1I&irHe\RJi~81BltKI6):MI$J.S. 90-351, Title 111,18 USC Section 2511 such as cellular 
phone i~r<g:{g~p~(i)}t'eM~ON1rw<!r®ml!,E{l)9{and similar equipment to qualified customers. 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
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Greg Chatten 
1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324 Saint Louis, Missouri 63011 Ph. 636.273.4400 
Curriculum Vitae 
Page 2 
Professional Experience, continued: 
Vice President of Operations, Universal Sewing Supply, Inc. 1985 to 1995 
All operations for a worldwide distributor of over 1 M stock parts and supplies to commercial users such as Hanes, 
Levi, H.D. Lee and Kellwood companies. Management of 120 employees in accounting, purchasing, warehouse 
and distribution, R&D, advertising, data processing and light manufacturing. Foreign operations of offices or 
separate corporations in the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Bahamas and Guatemala. Stock parts inventory in 
excess of 1 M items. Served on the Board of Directors 1990 through 1995. 
Manager of Data Processing, Donelan, Phelps & Company, Inc. 1983 to 1985 
An investment brokerage and holding company. Managed all IT services for subsidiary 905 Liquor Stores, Inc. 
comprised of fifty-two retail speciality wine, liquor and cheese stores located in Missouri and Illinois. Provided IT 
design, programming and management assistance to other subsidiaries in the stock brokerage, investment, 
paper mill and electronic sensor manufacturing businesses. 
Director of Customer Support, AMCOR Computer Corporation 1982 to 1983 
Director of Training, AMCOR Computer Corporation 1982 to 1983 
Managed the customer support and training divisions for AMBASE software, a relational database system (similar 
to ORACLE), for customers using Digital Equipment Corporation PDP and VAA computer systems. Developed 
and implemented professional training curriculums for a classroom setting. Managed all customer support staff 
and provide programming assistance to the development staff. 
Software Project Manager, Data Research Associates, Inc. 1980 to 1982 
Director of Operations, Data Research Associates, Inc. 1979 to 1982 
Director of Customer Support, Data Research Associates, Inc. 1979 to 1982 
Designed, installed and supported large scale library software automation hardware and software systems . 
. Customers include the Chicago Public Library,St. Louis Library for the Blind, Cleveland Public Library, N~w York 
Library for the Blind, the Phoenix Library for the Blind, Utica Public Library and the Braille Institute of Los Angeles. 
Designed and implement large scale networking systems for customer branch locations. Software project man-
ager for LBPH, a world leading software package for automating media in libraries serving the blind and physically 
handicapped. IT Operations Manager for internal development systems and company automation. 
Programmer and Computer Operator, Triangle Computer Service 1973 to 1977 
Designed and programmed business oriented automation software for timeshare computer users and provided 
customer training and support. Produced accounting, payroll checks, inventory and other business oriented 
reports for customers. 
Education: 
Graduate Quincy Senior High School, Quincy, IL. 
Illinois State University, Normal, IL. 
Digital Communication Associates, Atlanta, GA. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
1976 Public School 
1978 Communications 
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FORENSIC COMPUTER SERVICE 
ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE PROCESSING & ANALYSIS 
1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center 
#324 
Saint louis, MO. 63011 




As of September, 2008 
Forensic Computer Service was retained to perform expert computer forensics work in the 
following cases. Expert work performed for clients who did not litigate has been excluded. A 
general description of the type of work performed for private cases is available upon request, 
however, client names will not be provided. 
CRIMINAL* 
State v. John Askill (Il) 
State v. Crystal Broyles (MO) 
State v. Chad Brantley (MO) 
State v. Justin Brown (MO) 
State v. Dominic Burton (MO) 
State v. Ronald Coonradt (Il) 
State v. Randy DeJaynes (Il) 
State v. Chad Fergesen (MO) 
State v. Mark Gill (MO) 
State v. Jimmy Dee Hunt (IA) 
State v. Allen Quinndale (MO) 
State v. Kevin Skaggs (KS) 
State v. Gerald Sloan (IN) 
State v.Dennis Slagle (MG) 
State v. Clarence Tremaine (MO) 
State v. Mathew Tuller (MO) 
State v. Samuel Rassenfoss (MO) 
State v. Connie Raybourne (MO) 
US v. Mathew Banner 
US v. Jason Bilgere 
US v. Joseph Davis 
US v. William Dodd 
US v. Donovan Dotson 
US v. Stephen Erdmann 
US v. Russell Gendron 
US v. Robert Hoke 
US v. Robert Koudijs 
US v. Brandon Marshall 
US v. Katroy Mathieu 
US v. Roderick McArthur 
US v. Donnell McCloud 
US v. Thomas Miller 
US v. Donna Moonda 
* Mo.ctIfEli§-AlVJ:reOO£~RJSEtBeI1n~ 
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CRIMINAL (continued) 
US v. Charles Murray 
US v. Scott Parmley 
US v. Ronald Ullmann 
US v. Richard Woods 
CIVIL 
ASD v. Thousand (Il) 
Daniels v. Daniels (MO) 
Devlin v. Devlin 
Dobson v. First N. Bank (MO) 
Drexel v. Nelson (MO) 
Industrial Resources 
v. Vander Molen et al. (TX) 
John Hoffman v. BlR Group (Il) 
Kerr v. Dillards (MO) 
louden Machine v. Bindtech et al. (Il) 
Martha's Hands v. Gregg Starrs (MO) 
Mash v. Shasteen et al. (MO) 
Millman v. Millman (MO) 
Murphy Tax Consulting 
v. McGowan et al. (MO) 
Saint Peters Supply v. Kelley Kurtz (MO) 
Villareal v. Ethel Broman et al. (TX) 
FORENSIC COMPUTER SERVICE 
ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE PROCESSING & ANALYSIS 
1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center 
#324 
Saint Louis, MO. 63011 






Forensic Service Agreement 
Customer Information 
City: _____________ _ State: __ _ Zip: 
Phone: Email : ________ _ Fax: ------------------------------------
Authorized Contact: 
Case Name: 
Service Level (please choose one) 
PLEASE REFER TO ATTACHMENT "A" FOR RATES 
D Standard Business Day DAfter Hours & Week-ends 
Authorized Retainer (minimum recommended is 6 hours): $ ___ _ 
D Holiday 
Standard Business Day is BAM - 5PM Monday through Friday 
All incurred fees are non-refundable. Unused portion of any retainer wiff be refunded to the customer. 
Payment Method (please choose one) 
D Company Check [P.O. #: -,.-______ _ 
o Credit Card (AMEX/VISA/MASTER): 
Card Nu mber: ________________________________ _ Year: 
Name on Card: ______________________________________ _ 
Signature of Card Holder: 
Acquisition of Data 
Will a search warrant or court order be in effect to allow FCS to access the data? Y N 
Will the entire computer system be delivered to FCS ? Y N 
(excluding: monitor, mouse, keyboard unless requested) 
Restrictions 
Are there any areas we should not search or any other restrictions 
to which we should adhere to ? Y N 
If yes, please list below (or attach any court order): 
Procedural 
If a file is found as part of this search and that file is password-protected and the password is unknown, should 
we attempt to crack the password? Y N 
Will the search evidence be used in a legal proceeding? 
Will expXFff13~vfft)1P5fARl~~1@. tr<'d'vIS? 
Page 1 of 2 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
The services provided by Forensic Computer Service, Inc. (FCS) for the customer will be conducted under the 
following terms and conditions. 
1. This agreement is for acquisition of data and/or subsequent evaluation/recovery of electronic evidence by 
FCS. FCS will use it's best efforts and expertise to acquire data, recover evidence, and provide other requested 
associated data/evidence recovery services for the client. 
2. Customer represents that he/she is in lawful possession of, or has lawful right to access all data, media, and/ 
or equipment made available to FCS, and has lawful purpose to request FCS services. 
3. A minimum, nonrefundable retainer fee will be due before start of work for the service level indicated. FCS wi" 
charge the associated rate for all time spent on behalf of the client, requested services including, evidence 
recovery, data recovery, media or data transfer, time spent preparing for and participating in depositions, travel, 
expert witness services, or other litigation matters within it's expertise. Customer agrees that the specified 
hourly rate will be applied towards the retainage fee. If work is to continue past the minimum retainer, a 
prepaid block (with block amounts determined by client) format will be paid by the client prior to continuation of 
work with the designated rate applied towards the block amount. The client can choose at any time to stop 
work by FCS. See attachment A for applicable hourly rates, incorporated herein by reference. 
4. If retainer is exhausted before completion of acquisition/evaluation of data, FCS wi" stop work and convey 
status of work with client to determine if additional retainer should be allocated in order to continue work. FCS 
wi" continue work in this fashion until work is complete or retainer is exhausted. If client chooses not to 
continue work at any time, FCS wi" turn over to client all evidence collected to that point. FCS will not 
incur expenses beyond the evaluation fee without written consent by the Customer. 
5. FCS wi" produce a report showing all collected evidence. Additional information such as location reference 
information, timeline of file manipulation activities, customer parameters, and other associated information may 
also be included in report. 
6. Recovery of data is not guaranteed or warrantied in any way by FCS. Each item of media/data/equipment 
which will be returned to Customer shall be on an "as is" basis without any warranties, express or implied, and 
specifically excluding any implied warranty of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, or for loss or 
damage thereto in transit or while in FCS's possession. FCS shall not be liable to Customer for any act or 
omission of FCS which is the cause of loss or injury to Customer or any third party. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, FCS's total liability to Customer arising out of this 
Agreement and/or the termination hereof for any losses, claims, costs or damages arising out of any cause 
whatsoever, whether at law, in equity or otherwise, shall in no event exceed the total amount actually paid by 
the Customer to FCS in respect of Services performed hereunder. IN NO EVENT SHALL FCS BE LIABLE TO 
CUSTOMER FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUES OR GOODWILL, HOWEVER, CAUSED, 
WHETHER FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE, AND WHETHER OR NOT 
FCS HAS BEEN ADVISED.oF THEI'OSSIBILITY THEREOf. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY NOTWITHSTANDING ANY 
FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN. 
7. Neither this Agreement, nor any Supplemental Services or other Exhibit hereto, may be added to, modified, 
superseded or otherwise altered except by a written instrument signed by FCS and Customer. 
8. Data/equipment/media unclaimed or otherwise abandoned in FCS's possession in excess of 30 days wi" be 
disposed of at FCS's discretion. FCS will not be responsible for data/equipment/media left in its possession 
beyond 30 days. 
9. In the unlikely event that a dispute arises between Customer and FCS, both Customer and FCS agree that 
such dispute will be resolved according to the laws of Missouri and exclusively only in courts located in FCS's 
place of performance, St. Louis County, Missouri. 
10. FCS will keep all information that complies with Paragraph 3 above confidential. 
Customer has read and agrees to the aforementioned terms and conditions. 
For Customer Accepted By 
Customer Name: ________________ _ Forensic Computer SerVice, Inc. 
Authorized Signature: 
Name (printed): _______________ _ 
Date _________ _ 
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EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
FORENSIC COMPUTER SERVICE 
ELECTRONIC EV1DENCE PROCESSING & ANALYSIS 
13Z4 Clarkson/Clayton Center 
#H4 
Saint Louis, MO. 63011 








Forensic Service Agreement 
Attachment "A" - Expert Service Rates 
Effective January 1, 2007 
FORENSIC IMAGING OF MEDIA 






These charges do not apply to forensic imaging performed on-site (outSide of 
our facility). Since on-site imaging requires a technician to be present for the 
duration of the acquisition the hourly rate is charged in lieu of the fixed rate. 
HARD DRIVES 
The fixed cost imaging charge includes a letter of certification pertaining to 
the media acquired. No analysis, testimony, copies, return freight or other 
work is included in this price. The original media provided will be returned 










Please contact us for separate pricing if you have a substantial 
volume of data to be forensically imaged 
HOURLY RATES - EXPERT SERVICES PERFORMED AT OUR LAB FACILITY 
Standard Business Day $ 250/hr. 
After Hours & Week-ends $ 300/hr. 
Holiday $ 350/hr. 
HOURLY RATES - EXPERT SERVICES PERFORMED AT OTHER LOCATIONS 
Standard Business Day $ 350/hr. 
After Hours & Week-ends $ 400/hr. 
Holiday $ 450/hr. 
Travel $ 175/hr. 
HOURLY RATES - EXPERT TESTIMONY 
DepOSition $ 350/hr. 
Court Appearance $ 350/hr. 
When called for deposition or court appearance the above charges apply once the expert arrives at the 
deSignated location and will continue until released by the client, counselor the court. Travel charges to and from 
the designated location may apply. 
Customer is responsible for all travel and hotel room accomodation charges for off-site services performed if such 
services require travel and/or lodging. Customer may choose to have travel and lodging expense billed directly to 
the customer or to FCS. If such expenses are billed to FCS, FCS will provide Customer with copies of original 
receipts. 
Unless otherwise requested by Customer, FCS will use Federal Express for all shipments outside the St. Louis 
metropolitan area. In the St. Louis area FCS will use a local courier for delivery unless otherwise requested by 
customer. All freight, insurance and courier charges are billed to the customer at cost. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
F\ 'LI.ED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 
UNDER SEAL 
COMES NOW, Charles E. Kovis, attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh, and moves the Court 
ex-parte pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-852 (a) (2) for an ex-parte order allowing the defense to 
hire Forensic Computer Service of 1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324, Saint Louis, MO. 
63011. 
This motion is made upon the grounds that defense counsel believes that in order to 
adequately defend Mr. Branigh, an experienced expert witness must be retained to review a cell 
phone and its contents belonging to the deceased victim in this case. Idaho Code § 19-852 (a)(2) 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 1 
provides a basis for this request. 
Idaho Code § 19-852 (a)(2) states in relevant part that: 
"a needy person who is being detained by a law enforcement officer ... who is under 
formal charge of having committed, or is being detained under conviction of, a serious 
crime, is entitled: 
(2) to be provided with the necessary services and facilities of representation 
(including investigation and other preparation). 
This motion is supported by an Affidavit of Charles E. Kavis in Support of Ex-Parte 
Motion to Employ Expert to Examine Cell Phone. 
Dated: November 3, 2008 
Charles E. Kovis 
CERTIFICATE OF NON-SERVICE 
I hereby certify that NO service was made upon 
the Nez Perce County Prosecuter's Office. 
(~ 
Charles E. Kovis, Attorney for Mr. Branigh 
EX-PARTE MOTION TO EMPLOY 
EXPERT TO EXAMINE CELL PHONE 2 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
F1L'ED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Leotis B. Branigh III, by and through his Attorney of Record, 
Charles E. Kovis, and moves this Court for an order instructing the plaintiff not to refer to, comment 
on, examine regarding, or suggest to the jury in any way, any evidence pertaining to any prior crimes, 
wrongs or acts of the Defendant without first obtaining the permission of the court outside the 
hearing of the jury. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 403 and 404(b). 
SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE 1 
This motion is based on the grounds that any evidence regarding prior crimes, wrongs or acts 
would be highly prejudicial to the defendant even if the jury was instructed to disregard it. The 
evidence would confuse the issues, and would be more highly prejudicial than probative. 
DATED this 28th day of October 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
.-fVt 
I hereby certify that on the 1 - day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Second Motion in Limine 
was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
SECOND MOTION IN LIMINE 2 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
1.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Leotis B. Branigh III, by and through his Attorney of Record, 
Charles E. Kovis, and at the request of Mr. Branigh moves this Court to determine whether the 
Plaintiff's witness, Desiree Anderson, is competent to testify at Mr. Branigh's trial. 
This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Rules of Evidence 601, Idaho Code §§ 9-201&202, 
and the 6th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 
This motion is made upon the grounds that Mr. Branigh is entitled to confront the witnesses 
MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 
against him and that those witnesses, pursuant to Court rule and statute, must be capable of receiving 
just impressions of the facts and relate to them truly. 
DATED this 6th day of November 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1t1 
I hereby certify that on the ?.......-- day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Motion to Determine 
Competency was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 2 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
F1LED 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 
ARGUMENT 
The Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution states that an accused has the right "to be 
confronted with the witnesses against him." Idaho Rules of Evidence and Idaho statutes delineate 
the procedure by which this Court is to determine whether the witnesses against Mr. Branigh can be 
allowed to testify against him. 
Idaho Rule of Evidence 601 states: 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 1 
Rule 601. General rule of competency. 
Every person is competent to be a witness except: 
(a) Incompetency determined by court. Persons whom the court finds to be 
incapable of receiving just impressions of the facts respecting which they are 
examined, or of relating them truly. 
Idaho Code§ 9-201 states: 
9-201. Who may be Witnesses - Credibility of Witnesses. All persons, without 
exception, otherwise than is specified in the next two (2) sections, who, having 
organs of sense, can perceive, and, perceiving, can make known their perceptions to 
others, may be witnesses ..... . 
Idaho Code § 9-202 states: 
9-202. Who may not testify. The following persons cannot be witnesses: 
1. Those who are of unsound mind at the time of their production for examination. 
Because Mr. Branigh is challenging the competency of one of the State's witnesses, Desiree 
Anderson, the Court must determine by rule and by statute that the challenged witness is competent 
to testify. 
In State v. Simes, 12 Idaho 310,85 Pac. 914, 915 (1906) the Idaho Supreme Court stated that: 
When a witness is produced, it is a right and privilege accorded to the adverse party 
to object to the examination of such witness upon the ground of incompetency to 
testify. The question of competency is clearly one oflaw and must be determined by 
the court .... (Citations omitted) There is no fixed or established rule for 
determining such question. It seems, however, to be the usual practice, and, we think, 
the proper and orderly way to proceed, for the court to examine the witness for the 
purpose of ascertaining his condition of mind and ability to truthfully and correctly 
narrate the facts concerning which he is called to testify; and, in the determination of 
this fact, it may often be found proper and necessary to call other witnesses to testify. 
After the court has determined that the witness offered is competent to testifY, the 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 2 
question of his credibility immediately becomes a matter for the consideration and 
determination of the jury. Simes at 915. 
A more recent case, State v. Sims 35 Idaho 505, 206 Pac. 1045 (1922) citing to Simes states: 
Where timely objection is made to a witness testifying on the grounds of 
incompetency, it is unquestionably the duty of the court to make such examination 
as will satisfy him as to the competency or incompetency of the witness to testify in 
the case and thereupon to rule on the objection accordingly. Sims at 512. 
CONCLUSION 
Reading the U.S. Constitution, Idaho Rules of Evidence and Idaho code together, brings one 
to the conclusion that once a challenge has been made to a witness's competency, as in this case, the 
burden shifts to the State to prove that its witness is competent. The Court has to make that 
determination by examining the witness before she testifies. The Defendant requests that the Court 
do this before the witness testifies. 
In the alternative, the Defendant would request that the Court order the witness to undergo 
a psychological examination pursuant to LR.C.P 35(a) and I.C. § 19-2110 to ascertain competency 
and/or mental condition. 
DATED this 6th day of November 2008. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DETERMINE 
COMPETENCY 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III 
3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
10 
I hereby certify that on the 7 - day of November, 2008, a true and correct copy of this 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Determine Competency was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON~ t: . (~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
11oscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
I.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
110TION TO C011PEL 
FURTHER RESPONSE TO INITIAL 
REQUESTS FOR DISCOVERY 
C011ES NOW the Defendant, Leotis B. Branigh ill, by and through his Attorney of Record, 
Charles E. Kovis, and moves this Court for an order directing the plaintiff to respond more 
thoroughly to the following previous requests for discovery: 
1. Defendant's Third Supplemental Request for Discovery: 
Request No.3: All mental health records in the State's possession or available 
to the State, and any police reports related to the mental health of Desiree 
MOTION TO COMPEL FURTHER 
RESPONSE TO IN1TIAL REQUESTS 
FOR DISCOVERY 1 
Anderson. 
2. Request No.4: All performance/disciplinary files/training records of officers, 
detectives, and deputies listed as witnesses. 
3. Request No.5: All reports available to the State regarding any suspected 
criminal activity of Michael Johnston, including any Federal and State 
investigations. 
4. Request No.6: All police reports relating to Michael Johnston's possession of 
a firearm in a vehicle in 1994. 
5. Request No.8: All information relating to cell phones that are in evidence, 
including call histories, contact lists, and voice mail records. 
DATED this 17!L day of IJ~ 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh ill 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the ~ 1]:1 day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Motion to Compel 
Further Response to Initial Requests for Discovery 
was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
60~E-.(~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
MOTION TO COMPEL FURTIIER 
RESPONSE TO INITIAL REQUESTS 
FOR DISCOVERY 2 
CHARLES E. KOVIS 
Attorney at Law 
312 S. Washington 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Telephone - (208) 882-3939 
Fax - (208) 882-5379 
ISBN: 4700 
Attorney for the Defendant 
F\LED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW, the Defendant, Leotis B. Branigh III, by and through his attorney of 
record, Charles E. Kovis, and at the request of Mr. Branigh moves this Court pursuant to I.C.R. 
12 (b) (6) for an order dismissing the charges against him. 
This motion is made upon the grounds that Mr. Branigh has already been placed in 
jeopardy for the crime with which he is charged. This motion is based upon violations of Mr. 
Branigh's constitutional rights which include the Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth 
Amendment, applied to the States through the Fourteenth Amendment and the Double Jeopardy 
Clause of Article I, Section 13 of the Idaho Constitution. 
MOTION TO DISMISS - 1 
This motion is supported by an Affidavit of Charles E. Kavis in Support of 
Motion To Dismiss and a Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss to be filed at a later 
date. 
DATED this 1 e day of f.J,1 U (r-..fw 2008. 
By:~E(~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1 ~y of November, 2008, I caused a copy of the above 
document to be served upon the following individual in the manner indicated below. 
Daniel L. Spickler [] U.S. Mail 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
PO Box 1267 
[] Overnight Mail 
[] FAX 
[~Hand Delivery Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
MOTION TO DISMISS - 2 
~E,~ 
Charles E. Kovis 




Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 S. Wasbington 
PO Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Telephone - (208) 882-3939 
Fax - (208) 882-5379 
ISBN: 4700 
Attorney for the Defendant 
FILED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 












CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
ORDER RELATIVE TO 
STIPULATION SENDING CELL 
PHONE TO FORENSIC 
COMPUTER SERVICE 
TIllS MATTER has come before the Court on the stipulation of the parties 
relative to making arrangements for a cell phone to be sent to Forensic Computer 
Service, 1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324, Saint Louis, Missouri 63011 and 
good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
1. By November 13, 2008, the State is to contact Greg Chatton, 
Telephone Number 636-273-4400 to make arrangements for transfer 
by Federal Express of the cell phone of Michael Johnston to Forensic 
Computer Service, 1324 Clarkson/Clayton Center #324, Saint Louis, 
MO. 63011; 
ORDER RELATIVE TO STIPULATION 




2. The State shall provide Defendant with proof that they have, in fact, 
sent said evidence to Forensic Computer Service; 
3. Said transfer of the cell phone shall be at Defendant's expense. 
DATED this L day of November, 2008. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1 day of November, 2008, I served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document addressed to the following: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
ORDER RELATIVE TO STIPULA nON 
SENDING CELL PHONE TO FORENSIC 
COMPUTER SERVICE 
CHARLES E. KOVIS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
PO. BOX 9292 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
2 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
I.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
1. FACTS 
On October 1, 2007 at approximately 2224 hours, John Hilderbrand, a Nez Perce County 
Sheriff s Department Deputy was monitoring radio traffic when he heard a call of shots fired in the 
1000 block of Cedar Avenue in Lewiston, Idaho. ( Bates Stamp # 104 - hereinafter BS followed by 
page number) He responded to that area along with other officers and began looking for a 1985 
Chevrolet Camaro that was believed to be involved in the shooting incident. (BS 104) 
Hilderbrand checked out the area with other officers but did not find the vehicle. (BS 104) 
Shortly thereafter he was called out as a S W AT team member. (BB S 104) He, along with other 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO DISMISS 1 
St/-s 
members of the SWAT team responded to the Lewiston Police Department for the SWAT call. CBS 
104) It was at this time that he learned that a person who was involved in the shooting at the Cedar 
Avenue area had expired. CBS 104) While at the Lewiston Police Department he asked Lt. Green 
"(I)fthis was a Leotis Branigh call." CBS 104) "He was advised that it was but was told that it was 
not clear where Leotis was located at this particular time." (BS 104) 
A few minutes later Hilderbrand was advised that police officers in Clarkston, Washington 
from the Clarkston Police Department and Asotin County Sheriff s Department were involved in a 
pursuit of a Camaro. CBS 104) Hilderbrand, along with Nez Perce County Deputy Jay Colvin got in 
Deputy Hilderbrand's patrol vehicle to respond due to the possibility that the Camaro might come 
into Idaho. CBS 104) Shortly thereafter, they responded to Post Lane and Highway 129 in Clarkston 
because they heard Asotin County calling for mutual aid. CBS 104) While pulled off to the side of 
the road at this location, Hilderbrand observed several patrol vehicles following the Camaro without 
their overhead lights on. CBS 104) Hilderbrand, shortly thereafter, observed overhead lights being 
turned on. CBS 104) He heard the Asotin County Deputies advise via radio traffic that the Camaro 
was now fleeing. CBS 104) Hilderbrand along with Colvin began to follow the Asotin and Clarkston 
Deputies. CBS 104) Hilderbrand's patrol car was the third car behind the Camaro. CBS 104) 
When the Washington patrol vehicles crossed into Idaho, Hilderbrand passed them and got 
directly behind the Camaro. CBS 104) Hilderbrand stated in his narrative that "I got behind the 
suspect vehicle and pursued it eastbound on Bryden Canyon Road at a high rate of speed." CBS 104) 
Pursuing the Camaro eastward at a speed in excess of 100 MPH near 5th and Bryden, 
Hilderbrand advised his passenger, Deputy Colvin, that they needed to slow the Camaro down. CBS 
104) He wanted to do this because in his dealings with Mr. Branigh, he believed Mr. Branigh to be 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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violent, Mr. Branigh was suspected in killing a person and Hilderbrand and Colvin were the only 
pursuing vehicles in sight of the Camaro. (BS 105) Hilderbrand made the decision at this time to 
disable the fleeing vehicle. (BS 105) It was also at this time that he told Deputy Colvin that "We 
need to shut him down." (BS 261) 
Deputy Colvin extracted Hilderbrand's AR-15 from the rack and began to attempt to shoot 
out the rear passenger tire to slow the Camaro. (BS 105) The caliber of the weapon was a .223 
caliber rifle. CBS 107) The bullets chosen were 55 grain soft nose bullets. CBS 107) 
The first volley of gunfire from Colvin occurred near 8th Street and Bryden. CBS 107,264) 
Shortly after the first shots were fired by Colvin on Bryden, it was observed that the rear passenger 
tire of the Camaro was down. CBS 105) Hilderbrand and Colvin followed the Camaro toward Thain. 
CBS 105) Colvin continued to fire shots at the occupied Camaro while going east on Bryden. (BS 
264) They pursued the Camaro southward after turning off Bryden onto Thain. CBS 107) 
On Thain, Colvin fired several more rounds at the rear passenger tire of the occupied vehicle 
even though the tire was already down. CBS 107,264) At Thain and Burrell, Colvin noticed that the 
right rear tire of the occupied vehicle was "down," the right rear tire was flat and sparks were corning 
from the rim on the asphalt. CBS 107,264) Also, at Thain and Burrell, an empty .223 shell casing 
was found. CBS 272) Further south, three .223 casings were found at Thain and Powers. CBS 254) 
Hilderbrand and Colvin continued to follow the occupied Camaro off Thain and onto Powers. 
CBS 265) Colvin doesn't remember ifhe fired at the occupied vehicle on Powers, but an empty .223 
caliber casing was found on Powers near the Central Orchards Sewer District's office at 1522 
Powers Avenue and Officer Mundell of the Lewiston Police Department heard shots being fired near 
the L.O.I.D. office at 1520 Powers. CBS 255, 265, 267) This is approximately 2.07 miles from the 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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547 
point Colvin first opened fire on the occupied Camaro. (BS 107 & Affidavit of Charles E. Kovis) 
II. ARGUMENT 
The Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution states: "(Nor) shall any person be 
subject for the same offence to be twice put injeopardy oflife or limb." Us. Canst. Amend IV The 
Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution is applicable to the states through selective 
incorporation of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. Benton v. Maryland, 
395 U.S. 789, 794-95 (1969). While the legal concept of double jeopardy is typically interpreted to 
apply to trials and prosecution, Mr. Branigh argues that based upon the plain language of the Fifth 
Amendment, his life has been placed in jeopardy and a trial will place his life in jeopardy for a 
second time. See us. v. Jenkins, 420 U.S. 358 (1975). 
Mr. Branigh must meet two criteria in order for his constitution double jeopardy rights to 
apply thereby precluding a trial for murder. His "life" or "limb" must be placed in jeopardy for a 
second time and that jeopardy must be based upon the same offense. Us. Canst. Amend IV 
Mr. Branigh was the occupant of a vehicle which was fired upon by Nez Perce County 
Deputy Colvin. Officer Colvin knew that the vehicle upon which he was firing was occupied by Mr. 
Branigh. Even though his stated purpose was to take out the tires of the fleeing vehicle, he continued 
to fire at the occupied vehicle after the rear tire was shredded. Continuing to fire a lethal weapon 
(an AR 15 .223 caliber rifle with 55 grain bullets) an inordinate number of times at a vehicle known 
to be driven by Mr. Branigh, amounts to placing Mr. Branigh's life or limb in jeopardy as 
contemplated by the plain language of the Fifth Amendment. 
The officer fired on Mr. Branigh's vehicle believing that he had committed a murder. This 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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is the same charge now being brought against him by the State. Because the shooting at the occupied 
vehicle and the current charges are both based upon Mr. Branigh's alleged involvement in a 
homicide, his "life or limb" is being placed in jeopardy for a second time. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Because Mr. Branigh has already suffered the risk oflosing his life through the actions of the 
officers from the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office, he cannot be placed into jeopardy again based 
upon the charge of murder. Mr. Branigh requests this court to dismiss the charges against him in the 
above-entitled case. 
DATEDthis q~ day of !)~ 2008. 
Attorney for Defendant Leotis B. Branigh III 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
f11 
I hereby certify that on the (() <----- day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Memorandum in 
Support of Motion to Dismiss was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
LS.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND mDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
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CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2. Attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "A" are true and accurate copies of police reports 
received by Mr. Branigh and me. These reports were received from the State of 
Idaho after discovery requests in the above-entitled action. 
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3. Attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "B" are true and accurate copies of photographs 
printed from DVD's received by Mr. Branigh and me. The DVD's were received 
from the State of Idaho after discovery requests in the above-entitled action. The 
photographs printed from the DVD's depict evidence of damage done to Mr. 
Branigh's car when Nez Perce County Deputy Jay Colvin shot at Mr. Branigh and his 
vehicle. The photographs also depict empty shell casings and bullets found at or near 
the scene of the shooting by Deputy Colvin. 
4. Bates numbers found on the various documents on the bottom of any pages were 
presumably placed there by the Prosecutor's office. Bates stamp numbers in 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss refer to these numbers. 
5. Labeling the intersection of 5th Street and Bryden in Lewiston, Idaho as 0 miles:6th 
Street and Bryden is .25 miles, 7th Street and Bryden is .50 miles, 8th Street and 
Bryden is .75 miles, 9th Street and Bryden is 1.0 miles, 10th Street and Bryden is 1.25 
miles, Bryden and Thain intersection is 1.50 miles, Burrell and Thain is 1.85 miles, 
Cedar and Thain is 2.01 miles, Grelle and Thain is 2.20 miles, Alder and Thain is 
2.37 miles, Powers and Thain is 2.56 miles, 15th Street and Powers is 2.82 miles, 16th 
Street and Powers is 3.12 miles, 17th Street and Powers is 3.33 miles, 18th Street E 
and Powers is approximately 3.58 miles. 
6. Attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "C" is a true and accurate copy of a GIS map 
provided to the defense via the State's response to discovery. The red text found in 
the boxes along with the arrows pointing to various positions on the map were added 
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for illustration purposes and accurately depict information disclosed in Exhibits "A," 
"B" and "D". 
7. Exhibit "D" is a copy of a "Vision Hawk" DVD provided to the defense through a 
discovery response by the State. The State disclosed the DVD as "Disk 2 Vision 
Hawk 'Mundell', 07-L17915, Copy." Purportedly, Vision Hawk is an in-car video 
recording system found in Officer Mundell's police vehicle. 
8. All documents and photographs attached to this affidavit at Exhibit "A", liB", "C" and 
"D" are incorporated herein and in Mr. Branigh's Memorandum In Support of Motion 
to Dismiss as though fully set forth. 
1-t, 
DATED this 10 -- day of November 2008. 
Charles E. Kovis 
I t-J] 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this 0 -day of November 2008. 
d~~ 
Notary Public n and for the State ofIdaho 
Residing at Moscow therein. 
My commission expires: _tf"-<A<-o=..<-It-'-"o'-"9 ___ _ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the /0 f!1-day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Affidavit of Charles 
E. Kavis in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. BOX 1267 
LEW1STON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
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Narrative: 
tlez Perce County Sheriff! s Depar eluent 
Date and Time: 10/01/07 2224 hrs. 
Report Type: Agency Assist 
Reporting Officer: John Hilderbrand 
On date and time, I was monitoring LPD radio traffic and heard a 
call of shots fired in the 1000 block of Cedar Ave. Myself and several 
other deputies responded to the area to assist in containment of the 
general area. While in the area, LPD officers put out a broadcast to 
be looking for a 1986 Chev Camaro that was involved in the incident. 
Myself along with other deputies checked the area for the vehicle 
with negative results. A short time later, I heard that Leotis Branigh 
was the suspect in the shooting. I then received a SWAT Gallon my 
pager. This was a standby callout for the SWAT team. 
I responded to the Lewiston Police Department for the SWAT call. 
While at the police department, other officers were advising that the 
shooting victim had expired. I asked Lt. Green if this was a Leotis Branigh 
call. I was advised that it was but it was not clear where Leotis was 
located at this particular time. About a few minutes later, I heard LPD 
officers advising that Clarkston and Asotin County were involved in a 
pursuit with the Camaro. I responded to my patrol vehicle due to the 
suspect may be coming back to the Lewiston area. Cpl. Jay Colvin said 
he would go with me. Cpl. Colvin got in the front passenger side of my 
patrol vehicle. 
We responded to the Southway Bridge monitoring Clarkston 1 Asotin 
County radio traffic. I heard Asotin County calling for mutual aid and 
requesting Lewiston to go to highway 129 as they were following the 
suspect vehicle south on 13th Street. I got to Post Lane and 129 when I 
heard Asotin County Deputies advise that the vehicle was now northbound 
on 129. As this was coming back to our location, I pulled to the side 
of the road. I watched several patrol vehicles following the suspect 
vehicle without their overhead lights on. Once the lights were turned 
on for the vehicle to pullover, I heard Asotin County Deputies advise 
that the vehicle was now fleeing. I followed the Deputies and Clarkston 
Police as I was now 3rd vehicle. The suspect camaro turned on to 
Southway Bridge and accelerated at a high rate of speed eastbound 
towards Idaho I Lewiston. While following Asotin County and Clarkston 
officers across the Southway Bridge, I noticed the vehicle rapidly 
accelerating and creating distance between him and the first unit 
directly behind him. 
Once on the Idaho side of the bridge, I passed the other officers 
involved in the pursuit as the Camaro was now rapidly accelerating. I 
got behind the suspect vehicle and pursued it eastbound on Bryden Canyon 
Road at a high rate of speed. At this point the vehicle was travelling 
at or near 100 miles per hour. Once we approached 5th and Bryden, the 
vehicle then accelerated to a speed between 100 and 120 miles per hour. 
Having dealt with Leotis several times in the past and knowing his 
violent history, I advised Cpl. Colvin that we needed to slow the 
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suspect vehicle down. This decision was made due to the fact that he 
was suspected in killing one person, and we were the only pursuing 
vehicle in sight of the suspect vehicle. My previous contact with 
Branigh was a SWAT call in which he had assaulted two Lewiston Police 
Officers with a knife. So Branigh's violent history was known to me. 
In monitoring Lewiston Police radio traffic, it was learned that 
Leotis Branigh was suspected in committing a murder earlier in the 
evening in Lewiston, Idaho. No other police units were in the vicinity 
to assist, and based on his violent history, it was decided to attempt 
to disable the fleeing vehicle. 
Cpl. Colvin extracted my AR-15 from the rack and attempted to shoot 
out the rear passenger tire to slow the suspect. After several rounds, 
it was noticed that the tire went down. We continued following the 
suspect towards Thain road. Once at Thain, the suspect vehicle turned 
southbound on Thain. The suspect vehicle then continued southbound on 
Thain to Powers. At this time, the rear passenger tire was deflated on 
the Camaro and it was noted that the vehicle was slowing. Once the 
vehicle was at a slower speed, Cpl. Colvin discontinued discharging the 
A~-15 to disable the Camaro. Once the vehicle reached Powers, it turned 
left, Eastbound. 
Again having dealt with Leotis, it appeared that he was now trying 
to go to his parents residence at the corner of 18th Street E and 
Powers. Once at 18th Street E and Powers, the suspect vehicle turned 
northbound towards his parents residence. To keep the suspect in the 
vehicle, I pushed the left rear quarter panel with the push bumper of my 
patrol vehicle. Once the vehicle stopped moving, Cpl. Colvin and I 
challenged the suspect at gun point and told him to open the door of the 
vehicle. The driver and sole occupant of the vehicle would not comply. I 
attempted several times to enter the vehicle by breaking out the drivers 
side window. After several attempts with negative results, LPD officer 
Doc White assisted me in opening the drivers side door. The male 
subject I know as Leotis Branigh was extracted to the ground where he 
was secured. This was after an LPD officer had to deploy the taser as 
Branigh was still not compliant. 
Once Branigh was secured, I contacted Nez Perce County Sheriff's 
Office Lt. McNish and relayed what had happened. 
Nez Perce County 507 
Sgt. John Hilderbrand 
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Law Supplemental Narrative: 
~ Supplemental Narratives 
Seq Name Date Narrative 
1 Colvin Jay 14:31:02 10/02/2007 
Nez Perce County Sheriff Supplemental Report 
10/1/07 at approx. 1143hrs. I was called at my residence by LPD 
dispatch, who advised of a S.W.A.T. callout. I asked dispatch what the 
call was, and I was informed that a shooting homicide had just been 
committed. Dispatch further advised that the team was gathering at LPD. 
I arrived at the NPC Annex where I changed clothing and I began 
loading gear into my vehicle to·then drive over to LPD for the briefing. 
At this time Sgt. John Hilderbrand came running around the side of the 
Annex and stated that Clarkston was in pursuit of the suspect Leotis 
Branigh. 
I knew Branigh's name from past L.E. information learned, one such 
case of a S.W.A.T. callout with him at his parents residence located on 
18th street E, in the Lewiston Orchards. Branigh had pulled a knife on 
his father, and had assaulted LPD officers with the same weapon. He 
later barricaded himself in the residence, and the SWAT team was 
deployed. 
I got in Sgt. Hilderbrand's vehicle and we headed for the area of 
Southway Bridge. While enroute we overheard Clarkston's radio traffic 
asking for mutual aid to their side of the river from Idaho Officers. 
We crossed the bridge and overheard Clarkston advising that the suspect 
vehicle was headed to Hwy. 129 and they needed officers in that area. 
Sgt. Hilderbrand had informed me the suspect was driving a 
~ mid-eighty's white Chevrolet Camara, Clarkston advised that they were 
now behind the car headed North on Hwy. 129. We pulled off the road 
sided at Post Lane, and a few moments later a Camara matching the above 
given description passed with several Clarkston/Asotin units behind it. 
At this point we overhead Clarkston radio traffic advise that the 
suspect was really taking off. Units approached Southway bridge and the 
suspect took the on-ramp heading to Idaho at a high rate of speed. As 
we crossed over the bridge Clarkston traffic was advising to let Idaho 
take the lead. As we approached Bryden canyon, Clarkston units were 
pulling off to the right hand side of the road and slowing down. We 
came left around the units in front of us and up the canyon at speeds 
over lOOmph. By this time based on radio traffic, and the SWAT callout 
based on the shooting that Branigh was named as the suspect it was 
determined that probable cause did exist for his arrest, and he was 
likely to be still armed. 
I was thinking that he was probably headed to the 18th street E. 
address, and I asked Sgt. Hilderbrand to unlock the .223 cal patrol 
rifle. As I was calling out locations to dispatch Sgt. Hilderbrand 
informed me to take out his rear tires if we keep headed on the same 
route of Bryden towards the residence. Based on the totality that back 
up officers were a large distance behind us and that the suspect in most 
probability headed to where he had an armed confrontation with officers 
in the past Sgt. Hilderbrand and I came to the decision of disabling 
the vehicle. Only two civilian vehicles were seen On Burrell and both 
had pulled off the roadway prior to the pursuit approaching. At no time 
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did I fire any rounds in the direction or near civilian vehicles. 
As we approached 8th street eastbound I fired several rounds from the 
,--- safest distance as possible. Based on my training and experience I chose 
this weapon and range due to the angle that the bullets would deflect 
into the undercarrige if they struck asphalt, and the .223 cal. patrol 
rifle being a more precise/accurate weapon. The 55 grain soft nose bullet 
was used based on my training due to it having a much less chance of 
ricochet than full metal jacket ammunition. Dispatch was advised that we 
were attempting to take out the rear tires of the vehicle. We turned onto 
Thain road southbound where again I fired several rounds at the passenger 
side rear tire. At approx. Thain and Burrell Ave it was observed that the 
vehicle right rear tire was flat and sparks were coming from the· rim on 
the asphalt. The suspect vehicle turned onto Powers Avenue and was slowing 
from the rear tire coming apart. Speeds on Powers ranged from 50-60mph, and 
the vehicle then turned onto 18th Street E. and when attempting to turn into 
the residence Sgt. Hilderbrand struck the driver's side rear quarter panel 
with our unit to prohibit him from getting out quickly, or being able to 
back up. 
We got out of our car and challenged the subject who was still seated 
in the car. He was ordered many times to open the door and lay down on 
the ground. The suspect was not complying with commands and shortly 
after LPD officers arrived on-scene. LPD officers extracted the suspect 
out of the vehicle, where I observed he was not compliant. He was 
tasered by LPD while he resisted handcuffing. He was then handcuffed and 
placed in an car for transport by LPD. 
CPL. Jay #2515 
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SAMPLE 001 Exh 001: Blood sample of Sgt. 
SAMPLE 002 Exh 002: Blood 1. Colvin. 
: OTHER RIFLE SEMIAUTOMATIC 
Exh 004: 30 round .223 magazine w/15 Rem. rounds. 
Exh 005: 20 round .223 zine w/lB Rem. rounds. 
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RECORDINGS 007 Exh 007: LPD in-car videos. 
OTHER 008 Exh 008: ISP 
Exh 009: ISP video 18th st E scene. 
OTHER A Exh A: .223 Remi 
OTHER B Exh B: .223 Remin 
OTHER C Exh C: .223 Remi 
OTHER D Exh D: .223 Remi 
OTHER E Exh E: .223 
On October 2, 2007, at approximately 2:00 a.m., I, I aho State Po ice 
Supplement No 
ORIG 
Adamson, responded to Bryden Avenue in Lewiston, Nez Perce County, Idaho in regards to a 
pursuit that involved the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office (NPCSO) and the Lewiston Police 
Oepc:rtment (LPD). ISP was asked to conduct an investigation into the pursuit. 
RepDrt Officer' . 
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5 EVIDENCE(Non-Drug Items) l
in Custody? I Tag No litem No 1 Value 
Yes 070001833 5 $1.00 
Description 
Exh 005: 1 Typl Cat 1 Exhibit No 20 round .223 magazine w/18 Rem. rounds. A OTHER 005 
RMS Transfer I 
Empty field 
Link I Involvement Iinvi No I Name 
SUS j SUS 3 BRANIGH, LEOTIS BIll I Race I Sex  
Item I Involvement lin custody? I Tag No litem No I Value 
6 . EVIDENCE (Non-Drug Items) Yes 070001833 6 $1. 00 
Descriptlon I Typl Cat 1 Exhibit No 
Exh 006: One unfired .223 Remington round. A OTHER 006 
RMS Transfer I 
Empty field 
link I Involvement Ilnvl No I Name 
SUS SUS 3 BRANIGH,LEOTIS· BIll I Race I Sex I DaB  
Item 1 Involvement lin Custody? I Tag No litem No I Value 
7 OFFICERS VIDEO TAPE Yes 070001833 7 $1.00 1 
IUCR Type I OTHER 
I VCR Type I OTHER 
Description 
Exh 007: LPD in-car videos. ITYPlcat I Exhibit No A RECORDINGS 007 I 
UCR Type IRMS Transfer I 
RECO~INGS - AUDIO, VISUAL Empty field 
link I Involvement I'nvi No I Name 
SUS SUS 3 BRANIGH, LEOTIS BIll I 
Race Ise)( / DOB 
 
Item I Involvement . IlnCustodY? ITagNo 1 Item No I Value 
8 PHOTO/MEASURED/COLLECTED Yes 070001833 8 $1.00 
Description ITYP I Cat 1 Exhibit No 
Exh· 008: ISP photos A OTHER 008 
~MS Transfer I 
~mpty field 
Unk Iinvolvement Iinvi No I Name 
SUS SUS 3 BRANIGH,LEOTIS BIll I Race I Sex I DOB  
Item jlnvolvement , lin Custody? I Tag No litem No I Value 
9 EVIDENCE (Non-Drug Items) Yes 070001833 9 $1.00 
Descriptic>n ITYP I Cat 
Exh 009: ISP video 18th st E scene. A RECORDINGS 
UCR Type lRMS Transfer I 
RECORDINGS - AUDIO, VISUAL Empty field 
link Iinvolvement Ilnvl No I Name I Race I Sex I DOB 
SUS SUS 3 BRANIGH,LEOTIS BIll  
Item I Involvement lin custody? I Tag No T Item No 1 Value , 
10 EVIDENCE (Non-Drug Items) Yes 070001833 I 10 $1.00 
Description I Typ I Cat. I Exhibit No 
Exh A: .223 Remington empty casing. A OTHER A 
RMS Transfer I 
Empty field 
link I Involvement /lnVI No I Name 
SUS SUS 3 BRANIGH, LEOTIS BIll I Race I Sex I DOB  
Item I Involvement lin Custody? I Tag No litem No I Value 
11 EVIDENCE (Non-Drug Items) Yes 070001833 11 $1.00 
~~oo I~I~ I~~ 
Exh B: .223 Remington empty casing. A OTHER B 
RMS Transfer \ i 
Empty field i 
Link I Involvement Ilnvl No 
SUS SUS 3 I 
Name 
BRANIGH,LEOTIS BIll I Race I Sex I DOB  
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D07000058 Supplement No ORIG 
1. On October 2, 2007, at approximately 1 :00 a.m., ISP Detective Lieutenant (Lt.) Charlie 
Spencer telephoned me at my residence. Lt. Spencer advised me that LPD was investigating a 
homicide that occurred earlier in the evening. Lt. Spencer further advised me that NPCSO and 
LPD eventually pursued the homicide suspect, Leotis BRANIGI1 which resulted in his arrest. Lt. 
Spencer requested that I respond to the Idaho State Police Investigations (ISPI) office because 
we were asked to conduct an investigation into the pursuit. 
2. At approximately 1 :30 a.m., I arrived at the ISPI office in Lewiston. I met up with ISP 
Detective Sergeant (Sgt.) Westbrook, Detectives Bolon, DenBleyker and Mooney at the ISPI 
office. I was informed that the pursuit of BRANIGHbegan in Clarkston, Washington. The pursuit 
went into Lewiston from Bryden Canyon and continued eastbound on Bryden Avenue. The 
pursuit continued southbound on Thain Road, and eastbound on Powers Avenue. NPCSO Sgt. 
John Hilderbrand was driving his patrol car (Dodge Charger) during the pursuit. I was also 
informed that NPCSO Corporal (Cpr.) Jay Colvin was seated in the passenger seat of the 
Charger during the pursuit. Cpr. Colvin fired several .223 rounds at BRANIGHs vehicle during 
the pursuit. I was advised the pursuit ended at 18th Street E on Powers Avenue, next to 
BRANIGHs parents' residence, when the NPCSO Charger struck BRANIGHs vehicle. ISP 
Trooper Lou Ferris investigated the crash. See Trooper Ferris's supplemental report (ISP report 
L07000809) for further information. 
,. Detectives Bolon, DenBleyker and Mooney went to Powers Avenue and 18th Street E to 
process the scene. Detectives DenBleyker and Mooney obtained blood samples (Exhibit 001 
Printed At 
10/15/2007 15:26 
Report Officer . 
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and 002) from Sgt. Hilde'rbran an Cpl. Colvin upon the Nez Perce County Prosecutor's 
request. Detective Mooney also collected the following: The M-15 (Exhibit 003) Cpl. Colvin 
used to fire at BRANIGHs vehicle, two (2) .223 magazines (Exhibits 004 and 005) and one (1) 
unfired .223 round (Exhibit 006). See supplemental reports for further information. 
4. At approximately 2:30 a.m., I went to the six hundred (600) block of Bryden Avenue with LPD 
Officers Mike Rigney and Craig Roberts. We walked eastbound on Bryden Avenue knocking 
on all of the residents' doors on Bryden Avenue in an attempt to locate witnesses and find any 
empty .223 casings. Bryden Avenue is lit by streetlights and it was raining. After speaking with 
several residents I eventually spoke to Carla Rodgers who resides in the 800 block of Bryden 
Avenue. Mrs. Rodgers informed me she heard the pursuit go by her house, and she heard 
gunshots being fired east of her residence. We did not locate any casings on Bryden Avenue. I 
spoke to Ken Turner who resides on Thain Road. Mr. Turner explained he heard two gunshots, 
and looked at his clock and saw that it was 12:03 a.m. Mr. Turner related he heard the 
gunshots by the Liberty Mart. Officer Rigney located an empty .223 casing (Exhibit D) by the 
Moneysaver on Thain Road. Detective Mooney also secl1red three empty .223 casings (Exhibits 
A, B, and C) on Thain Road and Powers Avenue (See Detective Mooney's supplemental report 
for further information). Detective Bolon located an empty .223 casing (Exhibit E) on Powers 
Avenue by the Central Orchard's Sewer District. LPD Sgt. Arnzen also gave Detective Bolon a 
live .223 round (Exhibit F). 
5. At approximately 10:00 a.m., Detective Mooney and I walked Bryden Avenue and Thain 
:oad, in an attempt to find additional .223 casings in the daylight hours. ISP Lt. Allen Oswald 
walked down Powers Avenue in attempt to locate additional .223 casings. I located an empty 
.223 casing' (Exhibit G) at the intersection of Thain Road and Grelle Avenue. Detective Mooney 
took photographs (Exhibit 010) of the casing before it was removed. There were no bullet holes 
observed in any houses, vehicles, or other obstacles or buildings on Bryden Avenue, Thain 
Road or Powers Avenue. 
6. On October 3, 2007, I obtained two reports from the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office that 
were written by Sgt. Hilderbrand and Cpl. Colvin. Sgt. Hilderbrand provided the following 
details: 
a. On October 1, 2007, at 10:24 p.m., he heard LPD advise of a shots fired call in the 1000 
block of Cedar Avenue. ' 
b. LPD advised of a 1986 Chevy Camara that may have been involved. 
C. He heard that Leotis BRANIGHwas the suspect in the shooting. 
d. He received a SWAT call on his pager, and was placed on standby for the SWAT team. 
e. While on standby he learned the shooting suspect died as a result of the injuries. 
f. He heard that Clarkston Police Department was in pursuit with BRANIGHs Camaro. 
d .. He responded to his patrol car with Cpl. Colvin, in the event BRANIGH retumed into Idaho. 
Report Officer' . 
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i. After hearing the suspect vehicle was fleeing, Sgt. Hilderbrand followed the Washington 
officers and was the third patrol vehicle. The suspect vehicle accelerated at a high rate of 
speed towards Idaho. 
j. After the suspect vehicle entered Idaho, Sgt. Hilderbrand took the lead in the pursuit. 
k. The Camaro went eastbound on Bryden Canyon, at or near 100 miles per hour. 
I .Upon approaching 5th and Bryden, the suspect vehicle accelerated to a speed between 100 
and 120 miles per hour. 
m. He has dealt with BRANIGHin the past, and is aware of BRANIGHs violent history. 
n. He advised Cpl. Colvin that they needed to slow the suspect vehicle down. 
o. Because BRANIGHwas suspected in committing a murder, no other police units were in the 
immediate vicinity, and based on BRANIGHs violent history, he decided there was a need to 
attempt to disable BRANIGHs vehicle. 
'I. CPI. Colvin used his "AR-i5" and attempted to shoot out the rear passenger tire to slow 
jRANIGH 
q. After BRANIGHcame to a stop at the corner of 18th Street E (BRANGIHs parents' house) Sgt. 
Hilderbrand used his push bumper on his patrol car to keep BRANIGHinside the vehicle. 
r. After the vehicles came to a stop BRANIGHrefused to exit. 
s. Sgt. Hilderbrand and Cpl. Colvin attempted to break the window out. 
t. LPD arrived and the driver's door was opened. 
u. An LPD officer had to deploy the taser to gain compliance from BRANIGH 
v. For further information refer to Sgt. Hilderbrand's report. 
7. Cpt.' Colvin provided the following information: 
a. On October 1, 2007, at approximately 11:43 p.m., he was called out for a S.W.A.T. call by 
LPD in regards to the homicide. 
b. He went to the Sheriffs Annex. 
'. Sgt. Hilderbrand advised him that Clarkston Police Department was in pursuit of the suspect, 
Leotis BRANIGH 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
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d. He knew of BRANIGH from previous law enforcement on, 
pu lied a knife on his father and assaulted an LPD officer in the past. 
e. He got into Sgt. Hilderbrand's patrol vehicle. 
f. He heard Clarkston Police Department requesting mutual aid as the suspect vehicle was 
traveling towards highway 129. 
g. 8gt. Hilderbrand informed him BRANIGHwas suspected of driving a mid-eighties white 
Chevrolet Camaro. 
h. They caught up to the suspect vehicle on Bryden Canyon, and the Washington patrol units 
allowed them to take the lead in the pursuit. 
i. The Camaro was traveling at speeds in excess of 100 miles per hour up Bryden Canyon. 
j. He believed BRANIGHwas headed to his parents' house on 18th Street E. 
k. He asked Sgt. Hilderbrand to unlock the .223 caliber patrol rifle. Based on his training and 
experience he chose this weapon "due to the angle that the bullets would deflect into the 
undercarriage if they stuck asphalt, and the .223 cal. patrol rifle being a more precise/accurate 
weapon." 
I. 8g1. Hilderbrand told him to take out the rear tires if BRANIGHcontinued traveling towards his 
(BRANIGHs) parents' house. 
m. He and 8gt. Hilderbrand determined there was a necessity to disable BRANIGHs vehicle, 
based on the facts that back-up officers were a distance behind them, BRANIGHwas traveling 
towards his parents' house, BRANIGHhad an armed confrontation in the past with BRANIGHat 
his parents house, and the he believed that BRANIGHwas likely to be armed based on the 
S.W.A.T. call-out and the shooting which BRANIGHwas the suspect, from earlier in the evening. 
n. As they approached 8th Street he fjred several rounds from the safest distance possible. He 
mentioned that he was attempting to take out the rear tires of the vehicle. 
o. At Thain and Burrell he observed that the vehicle's right rear tire was flat and sparks were 
coming from the rim on the asphalt. 
p. The Camaro's speed slowed to 50 to 60 miles per hour on Powers Avenue. 
q. The vehicle attempted to turn into the residence (BRANIGHs parents') and came to a stop. 
r. 8gt. Hilderbrand struck the driver's side rear quarter panel to prohibit BRANIGHfrom getting 
out quickly, and to also keep him (BRANIG~ from backing up. 
~. He and 8gt. Hilderbrand ordered BRANIGHout of the vehicle but he would not comply. 
t. LPD officers arrived on scene and extracted BRANIGHout of the vehicle. 
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V. For further information refer to Cpl. Colvin's report. 
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8. On October 3, 2007, at approximately 3:20 p.m., Detective DenBleyker interviewed Sgt. 
Hilderbrand and Detective Mooney interviewed Cpl. Colvin. See their supplemental reports for 
further information. 
9. On October 11, 2007, I received reports from LPD Cpl. Mundell, Sgt. Arnzen and Officer 
White. Cpl. Mundell indicated in his report the following: 
a. On October 1, 2007, at approximately 10:24 p.m., he and Officer Rigney were dispatched to 
the residence of 1034 Cedar Avenue in Lewiston, il) regards to shots being fired. 
b. After arriving on scene they discovered a male subject who had been shot, and subsequently 
died from the injuries. 
C. He obtained statements from witnesses who described seeing an SO's to 90's white Camara 
or Firebird in the area where the shooting was coming from. 
'. One witness described specifically a white 19S5 or 1986 Camaro in the area of the shooting. 
e. During the course of the shooting investigation, it was determined that Leotis BRANIGHwas a 
possible suspect. 
f. Cpl. Mundell has had recent contacts with BRANIGH,and knows that he (BRANIG~ drives a 
white 1985 Chevrolet Camaro. 
g. The Clarkston Police Department and Asotin County Sheriffs Office initiated a pursuit with 
BRANIGH(driving a white 19S5 Chevrolet Camaro) traveling towards Bryden Canyon Road in 
Lewiston. 
h. After entering Idaho, the Washington officers pulled out of the pursuit.· 
i. Cpl. Mundell was second in the pursuit and as they approached the intersection of 5th Street 
and Bryden, Avenue; he estimated the speeds of the pursuit to be approximately 95 miles per 
hour (The speed limit at this location is.35 miles per hour). 
j. The Camara continued eastbound on Bryden Avenue, and Cpl. Mundell observed the speed 
of the pursuit to be approximately 110 miles per hour (The posted speed limit is 35 miles per 
hour). 
k. As the pursuit approached Thain Road and Grelle Avenue, he heard shots being fired. Cpl. 
Mundell originally believed the shots were being fired from the suspect vehicle. 
I. The Camara turned onto Powers Avenue, and was traveling at speeds in excess of 60 to 70 
miles PA'FPflYS\. (lffcRPcWJt ..sneed limit on Powers Avenue is initially 25 miles per hour, and then 
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n. Cpl. Mundell noted that several years ago he was involved in a SWAT call-out involving 
BRANIGHat his parents' house. 
o. Cpl. Mundell mentioned that he was concerned that BRANIGHs intentions were to "either 
engage us directly at this location, or to create a possible hostage situation by entering his 
parents' residence." 
. p. BRANIGHthen turned into the driveway of his parents' residence. 
q. After the vehicles came to a stop, Hilderbrand and Colvin attempted to get BRANIGHout of 
the vehicle. 
r. After BRANIGHwas pulled out of the vehicle BRANIGHkept one of his hands under his 
stomach and failed to comply with the officers' orders. 
s. Sgt. Arnzen eventually used a taser to gain compliance from BRANIGH 
For further information see Cpl. Mundell's report. 
1 d. Officer White provided the following information: 
a. The Clarkston Police Department and the Asotin County Sheriffs Office were pursuing the 
white Camaro across the Southway Bridge. 
b. He extracted his spike strips, but the pursuit passed his location before he was able to deploy 
the spike strips. 
c. He was catching up to the pursuit and observed the Washington officers split off. 
d. He was the third police unit behind the Camaro in the pursuit. 
e. During the course of the pursuit, he heard CpJ. Mundell callout that shots were being fired. 
f. After the vehicles came to a stop, he was able to open the door and recognized the driver as 
Leotis BRANIGH 
g. He grabbed BRANIGH around the head and pulled him from the vehicle and onto the ground. 
h. BRANIGHhad both of his hands underneath him and refused to comply with officers. 
A taser was used to gain compliance from BRANIGH 
j. For fuctbp.L informatiol) refer to Officer White's report. 
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11. Sgt. Arnzen provided the following information: 





b. The suspect vehicle information given out was a white 1985 Camaro, and a possible suspect 
was Leotis BRANIGH 
C. At about midnight he heard Clarkston units in pursuit of BRANIGHs vehicle. 
d. He had to go to the Clarkston side of the Southway Bridge to get turned around because of 
the barrier. This put him in the back of the pursuit with his lights and siren activated. 
e. He heard Cpl. Mundell advise of shots being fired during the pursuit. 
f. He caught up to the other officers involved in the pursuit in the 1700 block of Powers Avenue. 
g. He observed officers having a difficult time handcuffing BRANIGH,as he was actively 
resisting and refusing to follow the orders to remove his hand underneath his body. 
'1. H'e activated his taser and shot both darts into BRANIGHs back near his left shoulder blade. 
I. He let the taser cycle and removed the cartridge and did a contact stun near his left shoulder 
blade. 
j. After the taser was utilized the officers were able to handcuff BRANIGH 
k. See 8gt. Arnzen's report for further information. 
12. On October ii, 2007, I also received the call log (L07000809) for ISP Trooper Ferris who 
was working night shift on October 1, 2007. The ISP Regional Communications Center (RCC) 
in Coeur d' Alene generated the call log. The call log indicated at 10:48 p.m. the car involved 
(from the shooting suspect) was a white 1985 Camaro. At 11:02 p.m., the RCC broadcasted a 
possible shooting suspect as Leotis B. BRANIGH III (date of birth ). 
13., On October 11, 2007, at approximately 7:15 p,m'" I received a telephone call from 'Asotin 
County Deputy Breland. Deputy Breland advised me that at one point on the Washington side 
he was following the Camaro, and observed the driver place a hand in the air. Deputy Breland 
was not sure if the driver actually had anything in his hand, only that he raised it. 
14. Based on the statements and after reviewing LPD video that was recording the pursuit, I 
was able to determine that Sg1. Hilderbrand and Cpl. Colvin were directly behind the Camaro 
during the pursuit from Bryden Avenue. Cp\. Mundell was behind Sgt. Hilderbrand's patrol unit; 
Officer White was behind Cpl. Mundell and Sg1. Arnzen was behind Officer White. Cpl. 
.v1undell's patrol video camera showed that Sg1. Hilderbrand and the white Camaro were 
traveling at a high rate of speed. Sgt. Hilderbrand's patrol car camera was not functioning, 
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15. ISP Cpl. Steve Smith measured the intersections at 5th Street and Bryden Avenue, 7th 
Street and Bryden Avenue, 10th Street and Bryden Avenue and Thain Road and Burrell Avenue. 
Using a time and distance formula, and progressing through the video frame by frame, I was 
able to verify the speed of Cp\. Mundell at the intersection of 5th Street and Bryden Avenue to 
be approximately 93 miles per hour. Sg1. Hilderbrand and the Camaro were traveling at a higher 
rate of speed because their vehicles were creating distance from Cpl. Mundell. The speed of 
Cpl. Mundell's patrol vehicle at 7th Street and Bryden Avenue was in excess of 110 miles per 
hour. At the intersection of 10th Street and Bryden Avenue, Cpl. Mwndell's patrol vehicle was at 
approximately 104 miles per hour. At the intersection of Thain Road and Burrell Avenue, Cpl. 
Mundell's patrol vehicle was at approximately 88 miles per hour. The speed limit on Bryden 
Avenue and Thain Road is 35 miles per hour. Cpl. Mundell began catching up to Sgt. 
Hilderbrand's patrol vehicle at about 10th Street and Bryden Avenue. Cpl. Mundell's video 
camera also showed that he became involved in the. pursuit at the bottom of Bryden Canyon 
Road, near the Southway Bridge at 12:05 a.m. At the termination oUhe pursuit at 18th Street E 
off of Powers Avenue, Cpl. Mundell's video camera showed the time was just before 12:10 a.m. 
16. At the termination of the pursuit, none of the LPD patrol cars were facing the suspect 
vehicle. There was also a siren left on one of the patrol cars. I could hear a portion of the 
audio but no video ca tured th ar I could hear banging sounds and officers stating, "Get 
outl" . Moments a er I heard Sgt. Arnzen advising. "Code 4, suspect in custody." 
I 7. I secured all of the evidence in the evidence room at the ISPI office. 
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On October 1, 2007 at approximately 2236 hours I, Trooper H. L. Ferris received information 
from Lewiston Police Department of a suspect vehicle that had been involved in a shooting 
inside the city. The vehicle was a white 1985 Chevy Camero, Idaho license plate #N127998. 
The suspect was the registered owner Leotis Brannon BRANIGH (date of birth ). 
The Asotin County Sheriffs department located the vehicle in Washington and chased it into 
Idaho. Sgt. Hilderbrand and his passenger Deputy Jay Colvin of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs 
Department took the lead after the chase came into Idaho. In an attempt to keep the suspect in 
his vehicle after the chase came to an end Sgt. Hilderbrand rammed the suspect vehicle using 
his patrol car. 
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1.' On October 1, 2007 at approximately 2236 hours, I, Trooper H. L. Ferris received information 
from Lewiston Police Department of 'a suspect vehicle that had been involved in a shooting 
inside the city. 
2. The vehicle was a white 1985 Chevy Camero Idaho license plate #N127998. The suspect 
was the registered owner Leotis Brannon BRANIGH (date of birth ). 
3. On October 02, 2007 at approximately 0005 hours, the Asotin County Sheriffs office spotted 
the suspect vehicle on SH129 in Washington and requested mutual aid. They and the Clarkston 
Police Department pursued the suspect vehicle towards the Southgate Bridge. Sgt. 
Hilderbrand picked up the lead in the pursuit as it came across the Southgate Bridge into Idaho. 
The pursuit continued east on Bryden Canyon Road, then east on Bryden Avenue. On Thain 
Grade the suspect turned and went southbound then turned east on Powers Avenue stopping in 
the driveway of 1823 Powers Avenue. Sgt. Hilderbrand told me he rammed Mr. BRANIGH'S 
vehicle to try and keep him from exiting and running into his parent's house and to give following 
officers and himself time to exit their vehicles and gain control of the suspect and make the 
arrest without endangering other officers. 
4. The vehicle that Sgt. Hilderbrand rammed was the vehicle Lewiston Police Department was 
looking for. Sg1. Hildebrand's County issued vehicle, a White 2006 Dodge Charger Idaho 
license plate #NPS064 sustained minimal damage to the front-end mainly due to the push 
'-'Imper on the vehicle and the low !?peed at impact. One of his emergency lights mounted on 
,<3 push bumper was damaged and the bumper was sprung slightly. 
5. Mr. BRANIGH'S vehicle sustained damage to the left rear quarter panel left rear bumper' and 
left taillight. The initial impact was right on the left rear corner of Mr. BRANIGH'S vehicle. 
6 . ..ll2hotograe!1ed the scene took measurements and drew a field diagram. 
---~ .. ---,-- ... ~.-.~~... ,- _. ~. 
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()n September 2, 2007, I, Idaho Stat~ Police (lSP) Detective (Det.) Mike Mooney, was assigned 
conduct a scene search and investigation at 18th st. E and Powers Ave. in Lewiston, Idaho. 
,'he scene was the end of a pursuit of Leotis B. BRANIGH by Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office 
(NPSO) deputies and Lewiston Police Department (LPD) officers. I also searched along Bryden 
Avenue and Thain Road for expended shell casings, which were fired by a Nez Perce County 
Sheriffs 









1, On SeRtember 2, 2007 at approximately 1 :00 a.m., I was assigned by ISP Lieutenant (Lt.) 
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Charlie Spencer to conduct a scene search and investigation near the intersection of 18th Street 
E and Powers Avenue in Lewiston, Idaho, the site where the pursuit of BRANIGH by NPSO 
deputies and LPD officers ended. 
2. At approximately 1 :30 a.m., ISP detectives held a briefing at the ISP Investigation's office in 
Lewiston, Idaho. It was explained to I}le that while NPSO deputies were in pursuit of a felony 
murder suspect BRANIGH, they attempted to shoot out his tires in order to end the pursuit. 
BRANIGH was subsequently taken into custody after a minor crash between the NPSO patrol 
car and BRANIGH's Camero at 1823 Powers Avenue, Lewiston, Idaho. 
3. At approximately 2:00 a.m., 'ISP Det. Dave DenBleyker and I arrived at the above-mentioned 
location. ISP Trooper (Tpr.) Lou Ferris was on scene conducting the crash investigation. I 
noticed that the left front bumper of a marked, NPSO Dodge Charger (Idaho license plate 
number 'NPSO 64') was in contact with an older-model white Camero's left rear bumper (Idaho 
license plate number 'N127998'.) Both vehicles had sustained minor damage as a result of the 
contact. NPSO Sergeant (Sgt.)~Qhn Hilderbrand and Cor oral CQI) Jay CJ}hLi~-scene 
,;along with attorney Rick Cuddihy, t~osen Ie a representative. S t. Hilderbrand and Cpl. 
LCOlVifId~are-any sla ements at the scene un er a Vice frr.::::o;::m-:?C<;";ui;:f;::ftFl "'ye-. ----.:... 
.- -- ------ -
4. I searched the scene and focated an unfired .223 caliber Remington round on the ground 
near the right front passenger door of the Camero. Upon inspecting the outside of the Camero, 
'scovered § hole in the righLrear mild flap, and a Ie in the ri ht rear wheel of the Camero, ' 
,Iat due to my training and experience was consistent with a .223 caliber bullet passing rough 
them. The right rear tire was deflated and ripped up; which due to my training and experienqe 
was consistent with having the tire deflated, and continuing to drive on it until it fell apart. In 
addition, I noticed a boot print and what appeared to be the ,.Rrint of a rifle butt stock on the right 
front passenger window of the Camero, an9 a pair ~ wire ontne nood of the-' 
NPSO patrol car. I photographed the scene, along with the vehicles, the suspected bullet holes, 
the imprints on the window, the glasses, the taser wire and the unfired round on the ground. I 
collected the I . er round and labeled it as Exhibit # 006. I collected the taser wire 
and glasses,' which I later transferred to ISP Det. Lyle Bolon who subsequently transferred them 
to LPD. 
5. At approximately 2:30 a.m., I inspected Cpl. Colvin's sidearm, a Glock 22C 040 caliber pistol. 
The pistol was equipped with a light mounted to the frame rail. The 15 round capacity 
magazine contained 14 unfired rounds of 040 caliber ammunition. There was one unfired round 
of AD caliber ammunition in the chamber.' Cpl. Colvin stated that he did not fire the pistol during 
the incident, and that he typically loads' his pistol magazines one round short of capacity so that 
he does not have problems seating the magazine into the firearm. I removed the ammunition 
from the firearm, and inspected the chamber and barrel. There was a significant amount of a 
silvery substance in the barrel. Based on my training and experience this substance or "lead 
fouling" is consistent with the weapon being fired. However, there was neither gunpowder 
residue nor fouling in the chamber, and there did not appear to be any gunpowder residue in the 
barrel. This is consistent with a firearm that has not been fired recently, but was not thoroughly 
cleaned after a significant number of rounds had been fired through it. 
6. At approximately 3:10 a.m., Cpl. Colvin agreed to provide a voluntary blood sample. Cpl. 
Colvin sia[:'lBrLthe~hloDd draw consent form and Lewiston Fire Department Captain (Cpt.) 
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Chenault drew his blood. The blood samples were drawn, labeled and sealed in accordance 
with ISP policy, and the directions provided with the blood samplE? kit. 
7. At approximately 4:15 a.m., ISP Det. Lyle Bolon videotaped while I visually inspected the 
patrol rifle allegedly used during the pursuit by Cpl. Colvin in an attempt to disable BRANIGH's 
vehicle. The rifle was leaning against the front right passenger seat of the NPSO Charger with 
the muzzle resting on the floorboard. The magazine well was empty, the bolt was locked open' 
and the selector switch was on 'FIRE.' The rifle was a black 5.56mm (.223 caliber) Armalite, Inc. 
Mi5, serial number: US152145. I collected the rifle as possible evidence, labeled, Exhibit # 
003. On the front right passenger seat was a 30 round capacity .223 caliber magazine 
containing 15 rounds of unfired .22:3· REM E!mmunition. I collected the magazine as possible 
evidence, labeled Exhibit # 004. In the front left driver's side door pocket was a 20 round 
capacity .223 caliber magazine containing 18 rounds of unfired .223 REM ammunition. I 
collected the magazine as possible evidence, labeled Exhibit # 005. 
8. During my investigation at the scene, a Lewiston City Roads Department worker contacted 
me and told me that he had located t~~j3) .223 shell c~~jngs on Thain Road near Powers 
Avenue, and that he had marked them with traffic cones. At approximately 5:00 a.m., I went to 
the intersection of Thain Road and Powers Avenue and discovered three traffic cones on the 
west side of the road. Near each cone was an empty, .223 REM shell casing. I photographed 
the casings, collected them and labeled them Exhibits A, Band C. Exhibit A being the one 
rthest to the south along Thain Road, Exhibit B the one in the middle and Exhibit C the one 
drthest to then north. ISP Det. Rich Adamson contacted me and explained that he had found a 
shell casing even farther north near the Moneysaver building. I went to the area, photograpped 
and collected the .223 REM casing and labeled it Exhibit D. We continued canvassing the area 
but did not locate any other .223 REM casings at that time. 
9. At approximately 5:30 a.m., we left the scene. 
10. At approximately 7:00 a.m., I downloaded the digital photographs from the camera onto a 
compact disk (CD), labeled it Exhibit # 008, and transferred it to Det. Adamson along with the 
other exhibits listed above. 
11. At approximately 10:00 a.m., I was assigned to search the south side of Bryden Avenue 
from 8th Street to Thain Road for .223 REM shell casings. I searched the area on foot but did 
not locate any more evidence. 
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On October 2, 2007 I detective Lyle Bolon of the Idaho State Police, assisted with scene 
processing at 18th st. E and Powers Ave. in Lewiston, Idaho. The scene was the end of a 
-- 'Irsuit by Nez Perce County Deputies and Lewiston Police Department officers. I also 
...:arched along Powers Ave. for expended shell casings, which were fired by a Nez Perce 
Coun Sheriffs De The i ation continues. ' 
1. On October 2, 2007, a pursuit involving murder suspect Leotis BRANIGH The pursuit, which 
started in Clarkston, Washington, ended in Lewiston, Id. on 18th St.· E near its intersection wifh 
Powers Ave. A Nez Perce County Sheriffs patrol car and three Lewiston Police Department 
patrol cars were involved in the pursuit. During the pursuit, Deputy Jay Colvin fired rounds from 
his patrol rifle in an attempt disable the fleeing BRANIGH'Svehicle. The pursuit ended on 18th 
St. E in front of BRANIGH'Sfather's home. 
2. us ' vehicle and the patrol car where they had come to rest. I also 
videotaped the interior of the Sheriffs car and the clearing and inspection of Deputy Colvin's 
patrol rifle. I subsequently downloaded the videotaped images and placed them on a disc 
(Exhibit #9). I gave this disc to case officer Det. Adamson. 
3. Following the videotaping on 18th st. E; I walked along Powers Ave. between Thain and 16th 
St. looking for expended shell casings from Deputy Co Ivins rifle. ound 0 shell ca . 
1Sxhibit #E)....on the sidewalk almost directly in front of the Central Orc ards Sewer District's 
office at 1522 Powers Ave. I gave this casing to Det. Adamson. 
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2007, I, ISP Det. DenBleyker was assigned to assist with conducting 
interviews of Nez Perce County Deputies John Hilderbrand and Jay Colvin, in regards to their 
vehicle pursuit of homicide suspect Le9tis B. Branigh III. During the course of the pursuit, Dep. 
Colvin fired on the suspect vehicle with an .223 cal M15 rifle in an attempt to disable the suspect 
'ehicle to end the uit. · 
Narrative : 
1. On October 2, 2007, Det. Mooney and I were assigned to conduct interviews of Nez Perce 
County Sheriffs Deputies Hilderbrand and Colvin; in regards to their vehicle pursuit of Branigh. 
We were advised that both deputie~ were at the scene where the pursuit ended, and we were to 
contact them there, We were also advised that during the pursuit, Deputy Colvin fired several 
rounds at the suspect vehicle in an attempt to disable it, and that Deputy Hilderbrand crashed 
his vehicle into the suspect vehicle. 
2. On October 2, 2007, at approximately 2:11 a.m., Det. Mooney and I arrived at the scene 
located at the corner of Bryden Ave. and 18th St. E. There we met with Deputies Hilderbrand 
and Colvin. Also present was Attorney Rick Cuddihy. I asked Cuddihy if he was there on behalf 
of Hilderbrand and Colvin, and he said that he was. I advised him that Lewiston Police and the 
prosecutor's office requested that we conduct a criminal investigation of the pursuit, and that 
Det. Mooney and I were assigned to interview Hilderbrand and Colvin. Cuddihy spoke with them 
briefly, and told me that they wanted to have an opportunity to review the incident before they 
were interviewed. 
3. On October 2, 2007, at approximately 2:50 a.m., I requested an inspection of Deputy 
Hilderbrand's sidearm. He had removed his duty belt prior to our arrival, and placed it on the 
rear seat of his patrol vehicle (involved pursuit vehicle). I removed the pistol from the holster, 
-emoved the magazine and ejected one live round from the chamber. Weapon inspection as 
.:>lIows: Beretta 92 FF, 9mm caliber, serial number E06737Z. I found the weapon to be clean 
with no modific~tions other than aftermarket handgrips. The magazine was loaded t6 capacity, 
as were A\pfIft.YRvJ¥ltJFrer~J!§ ty belt. Det. Mooney made a inspection of Deputy 
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Colvin'S sidearm. The .223 cal. M15 rifle that Colvin used to fire on the suspect vehicle was in 
the front passenger side of the patrol car. The magazine had been removed and the action was 
open. W~ this ~apon pending removal f~ a detailed ins~ 
4. At some time after we had inspected the side arms, 8gt. Westbrook contacted me and told 
me that Nez Perce County Prosecutor Dan Spickler requested that I request a blood sample 
from each deputy for alcohol and drug screening. I advised Cuddihy of the request, and he 
spoke with Hilderbrand and Colvin about it. Both of them consented, and I requested Lewiston 
Fire Dept. EMTs to come to the scene to conduct the blood draws. 
5. On October 2, 2007, at approximately 2:58 a.m., I watched EMT David Canault draw two 
vials of blood from Deputy Hilderbrand (Exh 1). Det. Mooney observed the blood draw from 
Colvin (Exh. 2). ISP forensics lab blood sample kits were used for both samples. Exhibits 1 and 
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On October 2, 2007, at the request of Lewiston Po ce Department, Idaho State Police 
Investigations began an investigation into a pursuit, which ultimately resulted in the arrest of 
'otas B. BRANIGH III. I, Detective Lyle Bolon of the Idaho State Police, was assigned to 
the du ons of two Lewiston Police Officers involved in that ursuit. 
1. On October 2, 2007, at about 2:47 a.m., I inspected the following duty weapons 
Cpl. Joedy Mundell of the Lewiston Police Department: 
a. Sig Sauer 9mm semi-automatic pistol model P226, Serial #U416338 
b. Olympic Arms .223 semi-automatic rifle, Serial #BT55303 
c. Remington Model 870 pump action 12 gauge shotgun, Serial #V497108V 
2. All weapons were clean and showed no signs of having been recently fired. The Sig Sauer 
pistol had one round chambered, and was loaded with a fifteen round capacity magazine 
~ontaining fifteen rounds. Cpl. Mundell also carried two fully loaded fifteen round spare pistol 
lagazines on his duty belt. The Olympic Arms rifle had an empty chamber, and was loaded 
Nith a twenty round capacity magazine containing twenty rounds. The Remington shotgun had 
an emptyAF~fllJlk\l~'f ~c5R)\mg l?izro~~~ge rounds in the tubular magazine. 
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3. On October 2,2007, at about 3:15 a.m., I inspected the following duty weapons assigned to 
Sgt. Joe Amzen of the Lewiston Police Department: . 
a. Sig Sauer 9mm semi-automatic pistol model P226, Serial #UN412834 
b. Colt .223 semi-automatic rifle model AR-15, Serial #SP48736 
c. Remington model 87 pump action 12 gauge shotgun, Serial #C090981 M 
4. Sgt. Arnzen's Sig Sauer Pistol showed signs of having been fired since its last cleaning. Sgt. 
Arnzen stated that he had fired the pistol during practice the previous Thursday (09/27107), and 
had not cleaned it since then. He also said that he had not fired the pistol since Thursday. The 
pistol had one round in. the chamber, . and was loaded with a fifteen round capacity magazine 
containing fifteen rounds. Sgt. Arnzen also carried two fully loaded fifteen round spare pistol 
magazines on his duty belt. The Colt rifle was clean and showed no signs of having been 
recently fired. It had an empty chamber and was loaded with a thirty round capacity magazine 
containing thirty rounds. The shotgun was clean and .showed no signs of having been recently 
fired. It contained six 12-gauge rounds in its tubular magazine. 
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On October 3, 2007, Idaho state Police Detectives Mooney, and I, Detective DenBleyker, 
interviewed Nez Perce County Sheriffs Deputy John Hilderbrand, concerning the pursuit, and 
subsequent arrest of homicide suspect Leotis B. BRANIGH on October 2, 2007. Deputy Jay 
Colvin was riding in the patrol vehicle driven by Hilderbrand, and fired on the suspect vehicle in 
. ( I attempt to disable it to terminate the pursuit. The interview took place at attorney Rick 
in his . resence at the uest of Hilderbrand. 
1. On October 3, 2007, at approximately 3:20 p.m., Detective Mooney and I, interviewed Nez 
Perce County Sheriffs Deputy John Hilderbrand concerning the pursuit of homicide suspect 
BRANIGH.The interview was conducted at attorney Rick Cuddihy's office, and in his presence, 
at the request of Deputy Hilderbrand. 
2. Deputy Hilderbrand has been employed with the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office since . 
1987. Prior to that he was employed by the Council Police Department. He presently holds the 
rank of sergeant, and is a SWAT team member. 
3. On October 1, 2007, Deputy Hilderbrand began his assigned duty shift at 9 p.m. He said that 
he had about five to six hours sleep, prior to beginning his shift; and said that he had not 
consumed any alcohol or any prescription medication. 
4. Deputy Hilderbrand said while on patrol, he heard Lewiston Police radio traffic regarding 
gunshots fired in the 1000 block area of Cedar Ave (Lewiston). He responded to the general 
area, as were Lewiston PO units. As he got closer to the area, he heard that the suspect vehicle 
was a white 1980's model Camaro. He then started roaming the area looking for the vehicle. In 
'Ding so, he was approached by a person who told him that he heard five gunshots, and a car 
.>peed away. Deputy Hilderbrand said that he relayed the information to LPD units. -. . 
.-' .. 
5. Deputy~Ahy~COF~:RA~~~k~f§rW twenty minutes later, his SWAT pager activated 
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and he went to the Lewiston Police Department. On the way he heard the suspect identified ( 
BRANIGI1, and also that the victim of the shooting had died. At the Lewiston Police Dept. he met 
with LPD Lt. Greene, who confirmed the identity of the suspect (BRANIGli. Deputy Hilderbrand 
said that he was familiar with BRANIGH'svioient background, and knew him to be "dangerous". 
He said that he had been involved in a previous SWAT call out to BRANIGH'sparent's home, 
where he had barricaded himself inside armed with a large knife. 
6. While at the Lewiston Police Department, Deputy Hilderbrand heard radio traffic that 
Clarkston (WA.) Police and Asotin Co. Sheriffs units were following the suspect vehicle, 
heading toward the Southway bridge. Deputy Hilderbrand left LPD to get his patrol vehicle, with 
the intent to go to Southway bridge to help close it down in the event that the suspect came into 
Idaho. Before he got to his car, he said that he met Deputy Colvin who had also received a 
SWAT call out. Deputy Colvin got into the car and they proceeded towards the Southway bridge. 
On the way, Deputy Hilderbrand heard the Washington units broadcast a call for mutual aid. At 
that time Deputy Hilderbrand and Deputy Colvin crossed Southway bridge and entered 
Washington. 
7. Deputy Hilderbrand said that they headed south on highway 129, as the Washington units 
were following the suspect vehicle north toward the Southway bridge. He said that when he 
heard this, he pulled over to the side of the road by Post Lane facing south.. He said he saw 'the 
approaching vehicles, and said at that time the Washington units did not have their overhead 
lights activated. He said as they got closer he heard someone say, II Light him upl!. The patrol 
,lits then activated their overhead emergency lights. He said the suspect's vehicle then pegan 
La flee at a high rate of speed. He said he followed as the pursuit progressed across the 
Southway bridge into Idaho. At one point he heard one of the Washington units say he saw' 
"movements" inside the car, and he interpreted that as they saw some type of furtive movement. 
He said that the Washington units could not keep up with the suspect vehicle, and he took over 
as the lead vehicle. He said that they progressed east on Bryden Canyon road at over one 
hundred miles an hour. As they approached the top of Bryden Canyon, and knowing that there 
were no units ahead that could deploy spike strips, he said to Deputy Colvin, "We need to shut 
him down". Deputy Hilderbrand said that due to his violent history and acts of violence towards 
his parents, he felt that BRANIGHwould go his parents home. The decision was made to disable 
the vehicle by "taking out the back tires". Deputy Hilderbrand said that Dep. Colvin asked him to 
unlock his M15 rifle and he did. Deputy Colvin retrieved the weapon and charged it (chainbered 
a round). Deputy Hilderbrand said the rifle's thirty round magazine contained twenty-seven or 
twenty-eight rounds. He said that in an attempt to deflate the right rear tire of the suspect 
vehicle, Deputy Colvin fired the first round somewhere in the vicinity of the 800 - 900 block of 
Seventh Ave. 
8. Deputy Hilderbrand said as they continued on east on Bryden, at about 100 mph he saw no 
other vehicles. The pursuit turned from Bryden south on Thain, and Deputy Hilderbrand saw 
other vehicles and advised Deputy Colvin of them so he would not fire. More rounds were fired, 
and he heard LPD report shots fired. He said he was not able to respond to advise that it was 
them firing. Deputy Hilderbrand said the suspect vehicle turned east ohto Powers Ave., and it 
slowed to about 50-70 mph due in part to the rear tire being deflated. Deputy Hilderbrand was 
~onvinced that BRANIGHwas going to his parents' house (at the corner of 18th Street E and 
Jowers Ave), ~nd his intent was to stop him before he could get there. 
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9. Deputy Hilderbrand said the suspect vehicle turned north on 18th Sf. E, and into his parents' 
driveway and stopped. Deputy Hilderbrand decided to hit the suspect vehicie with his patrol unit 
in an attempt to prevent BRANIGHfrom getting out of the car, and getting into the house. Afte'r 
he collided with the car, he and Deputy Colvin got out and Deputy Colvin went to the right rear of 
the vehicle, and he went to the drivers side. He said that at about that time, .L.eD::..Dfficer White 
carrived and ass' . moving BRANIG from the vehicle and securing him. De~ 
Hilderbrand then called for a supervIsor. 
10.The interview was concluded at approximately 3:53 p.m. 
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On October 3, 2007, Idaho Police (ISP) Detective (Det.) Dave DenBleyker and I, ISP Det. 
'ke Mooney, interviewed Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office (NPSO) Corporal (Cpl.) G. Jay 
..;olvin, concerning the pursuit, and subsequent arrest of homicide suspect Leotis B. BRANIGH 
on October 2, 2007. Cpl. Colvin was riding in the patrol vehicle driven by NPSO Sergeant · (Sgt.) 
John Hilderbrand, and fired on the suspect vehicle in an attempt to disable it to terminate the 
pursuit. The interview took place at attorney Rick Cuddihy's office, in his presence, at the 
request of Cpl. Colvin. 
1. On October 3, 2007 at approximately 2:32 p.m., Del. DenBleyker and I interviewed Cpl. 
Colvin concerning the pursuit of homicide suspect BRANIGH.The interview was conducted at 
attorney Rick Cuddihy's office, and in his presence, at the request of Cpl. Colvin. Cpl. Colvin 
provided the following information: 
A. Colvin is a Corporal with the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office and has been on the Special 
Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) team since approximately 2002. 
B. Colvin had worked a ten-hour shift on · Monday (October 1, 2007) beginning at approximately 
12:00 p.m. and ending at approximately 10:00 p.m. 
Colvin had gotten approximately 7-8 hours of sleep prior to going on shift on Monday. 
D. llpon Monday evening, Colvin consumed approximately on e-~§!L (1/2) of a ____ --/ 
' ... - ._._----_._._- _.- ---_ .. _-----
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had not taken any drugs or medication prior to the 
E. At approximately 11 :48 p.m., Colvin recE?ived a telephone call from dispatch asking him to 
respond to a SWAT call out. Colvin couldn't remember if he was advised of the nature of the 
call out at that time. 
F. Colvin responded to the sheriffs office to begin getting his gear together. Colvin met Sgt. 
Hilderbrand who advised him of the nature of the call out. In addition, Sgt. Hilderbrand told cpt 
Colvin that while at the Lewiston Police Department, Sgt. Hilderbrand heard radio traffic that 
Clarkston (WA.) Police. and Asotin Co. Sheriffs units were following the suspect vehicle, 
heading toward the Southway Bridge. Deputy Colvin got into Sgt. Hilderbrand's patrol vehicle 
and they proceeded towards the Southway Bridge. On the way, Cp/. Colvin heard the 
Washington units broadcast a call for mutual aid. At that time Deputy Hilderbrand and Deputy 
Colvin crossed Southway Bridge and entered Washington. 
G. Cpl. Colvin was familiar with BRANIGH, he had seen pictures of him, had seen him on the 
street, and was familiar with previous incidents· between BRANIGH and law enforcement. 
H. Cpl. Colvin said that they headed south on highway 129, as the Washington units were ' 
following the suspect vehicle north toward the Southway Bridge. At one point, he heard one of 
I -.~ Washington units say he (BRANIGH) may have brandished a firearm outside the vehicle. 
I. Sg1. Hilderbrand and CpJ. Colvin pulled over to the side of the road by Post Lane facing ~outh. 
He said he saw the approaching vehicles. He said the suspect's vehicle was fleeing at a high 
rate of speed. He said they followed as the pursuit progressed across the Southway Bridge into 
Idaho. 
J. In Idaho, Sg1. Hilderbrand passed the Washington patrol vehicles and took the lead position 
in the pursuit. At some point, CpJ. Colvin requested that Sgt. Hilderbrand unlock his department 
issued M-15 rifle. Colvin removed the rifle from the lock in order to be prepared for a possible 
felony traffic stop. 
K. Cpl. Colvin said that they progressed east on Bryden Canyon road at over one hundred miles 
an hour. As they approached the tqp of Bryden Canyon, Sgt. Hilderbrand said to Cp/. Colvin, 
"Take out the tires." Cpl. Colvin said that they needed to slow BRANIGH's vehicle down 
because they suspected he was going to his parent's house, where he had previously had an 
armed encounter with police. In addition, back up officers involved in the pursuit where not able 
to keep up with the excessive speeds. Cpl. Colvin stated that they couldn't attempt a Pursuit 
Immobilization Technique (PIT) at 100 miles per hour so he began firing the M-15 rifle at the· 
rear tires of BRANIGH's vehicle. 
L. Cpt. Colvin stated that hEt--fiFe~£¥den Avenue JJ~ar.-8th-St~ He 
remembered~ring a few-01Q!.e roun~!yden Avenue. At one point on Bryden Avenue, Cp/. 
Colvin noticed two cars that had pulled off to the side of the road to allow the pur.suit to pass. 
-;pl. Colvin stated that he held his fire until the cars were safely behind the pursuing vehicles. 
C I. Colvin remembered firing a few more rounds on Thain Road . .::: .. DoJJ:13ill-Road_..J1eaLSw:reH 
Avenue, ,p. a Vln sal at he no Ice the right rear Ire 0 BRANIGH's vehicle was "~u 
AFFIDAVIT OF eRA -- . 
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BRANIGH's vehicle began to slow down and the tire began falling apart between Burrell Avenue 
and Powers Avenue. Cpl. Colvin does not remember firing any rounds on Powers Avenue, 
however, he stated that he thought about attempting to shoot out the left rear tire as well. but, 
dOI?S not remember if he fired any rounds at that tire or not. Cp\. Colvin stated that while firing at 
BRANIGH's vehicle, he was thinking about his "backdrop", and was trying to aim so that any 
ricochets would hit the undercarriage of BRANIGH's vehicle. " 
M. BRANIGH's vehicle turned onto Powers Avenue, at which point Cpl. Colvin felt certain 
BRANIGH was going to his parent's house. C~. Colvin does not remember firing any rounds on_ 
Powers Avenue. ' 
-~~--'W~GH'S vehicle tumed into the driveway of his parent's house on 18th street E, 
Sgt. Hilderbrand struck the left rear corner of BRANIGH's vehicle with the left front corner of the 
patrol vehicle. t. Hild rand a e patrol vehicle and as challe' NIG 
fro left rear of H'S v j~.Gpl. ColyjQ got out of the patrol car and was 
Ghalle . the right rear of BRANIGH's vehicle. 
O. Cpl. Colvin tried to break the front right passen of BRANIGH's vehicle with his 
fo f an the butt stock a IS rifle, u was unsuccessful. ~pl. Colvin does not remernb~!:.. 
ejecting a live round from his rifle in that area. 
("., Cpl. Colvin has never attended a Peace Officer Standards and Training (POST) certified 
. .Jalification with the M-15, however, he has trained with the rifle every month since he has been 
(~on NPSO SWAT. I 
Q. At approximately 3:19 p.m., Det. DenBleyker and I ended the interview. 
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On October 2. 2007, at about 2:47 a.m., I, Detective Lyle Bolon of the Idaho State Police, 
interviewed Lewiston Police Department Corporal Joedy Mundell , as to his involvement in a ' 
'"'ursuit which occurred on Lewiston ,streets; and which ultimately resulted in the arrest of Leotis 
. BRANIGH III. The i aHon continues. 
1. On October 2, 200 , at 2:47 a.m., I interviewed Lewiston Police Corporal Joedy 
Mundell regarding his involvement in a pursuit, which had occurred earlier that day. The 
interview occurred at the Lewiston Police Department. Cpl. Mundell was the second police 
vehicle behind Leotis BRANIGH,who was being pursued as a murder suspect. Cpl. Mundell 
provided the following information during the interview: 
a. A homicide had occurred in on Cedar Ave. in Lewiston on October 1, 2007. As a result of the 
investigation into that homicide, Leotas BRANIGHIII was named as a suspect. 
b. Just before midnight, Cpl. Mundell heard over the radio that Clarkston Police units were in 
pursuit of BRANIGH'Svehicle (a white 1985 Cheverolet Camaro), and were headed in the 
direction of the Southway Bridge toward Lewiston. Cpl. Mundell drove west on Bryden Canyon 
Road, and parked at the top of the Snake River Ave. off ramp. 
c. He saw the Camaro eastbound on Bryden Canyon at a high rate of speed, with several 
marked patrol cars with emergency lights on behind it. He pulled onto the road and joined in the 
')ursuit. 
J . At the top or Bryden .,Canyon Road, two Washington patrol cars pulled over and let Mundell 
pass. Th is t "01 car later determined to be driven by S9t. John Hilderbrandt of the Nez 
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Peree County Sheriffs Office, with Deputy Jay Colvin as a passenger) between him and the I 
suspect. 
e. Cpl. Mundell caught up to the eastbound pursuit on Bryden Ave. near its intersection with 8th 
or 9th Streets. He believed he was i3pproximately one half block behind and he heard gunshots. 
He did not know if it was the suspect firing' or the pursuing officer . .He noted that the patrol car 
was moving left and right on road. He wondered if this indicated that the offiCer was trying to 
aYoid gunfire. 
f. The pursuit turned southbound onto Thain Road. At one point, (Mundell thinks maybe at the 
intersection of Thain and Grelle) it appeared to Mundell that the Camaro was slowing, and he 
thought BRANIGHwould pull over, but the Camaro sped back up. According to Mundell, during 
the time the pursuit was occurring on Thain, he heard more gunfire. 
g. At Powers Ave., the pursuit turned eastbound onto Powers Avenue and continued. Mundell 
heard more shots fired near the L.O.I.D. offices, (1520 Powers Avenue). BRANIGHturned 
northbound onto 18th S1. E. and stopped in front of his father's house, (address 1823 Powers 
Ave.). 
h. Mundell pulled up and stopped to the right of Sgt. Hilderbrandt's car. Hilderbrandt had hit the 
rear of the Camaro with the front of his patrol car disorienting BRANIGH. Mundell stated th<;:lt 
! "'is gaye the officers time to get up on the driver. Hilderbrandt and Colvin a~proached o~e on 
. ,dch Side of the Camaro. The doors were locked. and they both were pounding on the Windows 
.n attempt to get in and remove the driver from the car. 
i. BRANIGHfinally opened the door, but still ignored orders to get out. BRANIGHwas finally 
pulled from the car and onto the ground. He was still struggling and resisting officers' attempts 
to handcuff him. Sgt. Joe Arnzen (who pulled up after Cpl. Mundell) fired his taser into BRANIGH 
. BRANIGHcontinued to resist being handcuffed until Sgt. Arnzen did a second "contact taze" at 
which point BRANIGHwas cuffed. 
j. BRANIGHwas transported to jail by Lewiston Police Officer Jason Leavitt. 
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I, Detective Lyle Bolon of the Idaho State Police, 
interviewed Lewiston Police Department Sergeant Joe Arnzen as to his involvement in 'a pursuit 
which occurred on Lewiston streets; . and which ultimately resulted in the arrest of Leotis B. 
lRANIGH III. The investigation continues. 
1. On October 2, 2007, at about 3:15 a.m., I interviewed Lew 
regarding his involvement in a pursuit, which had occurred earlier. The interview occurred at the 
Lewiston Police Department. Sgt. Arnzen was the fourth police vehicle behind Leotis BRANIGH, 
who was being pursued as a murder suspect. Sgt. Arnzen provided the following information 
during the interview: 
a. He had just finished briefing at approximately 10:25 p.m. on October 1, 2007, when he heard 
a dispatch call of a shooting at 1034 Cedar Ave. He responded to the shooting scene. The .-
shooting victim was declared dead at St. Joseph's Regional Medical Center. 
b. While at the shooting scene information was developed that the shooter was Leotis BRANIGH 
III, and BRANIGHwas driving a white 1985 Chevrolet Camaro. Sgt. Arnzen returned to the 
police station and began notifying the S.W;AT. team members. 
c. While at the station, Sgt. Arnzen heard that Clarkston Police Dept. officers were in pursuit of 
the suspect's vehicle. He first heard the pursuit was near Red Wolf Bridge, and then that it was 
.'1 the Clarkston Heights and headed towards Lewiston. He left the station and drove to the 
Southway Bridge. 
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d. Just as he started westbound across the Southway Bridge, he saw the suspect's vehicle 
followed by patrol vehiGles (with emergency lights), eastbound on the Southway Bridge at a high 
rate of speed. He crossed the bridge in order to turn around and try to catch up. He could hear 
LP.D. officers Joedy Mundell and Doc White radio that they were in the pursuit. He heard Cpt. 
Mundell radio that shots had been fired. 
e. Sgt. Arnzen joined the pursuit on Powers Ave. He saw the suspect's Camaro turn north off 
Powers onto 18th st. E. and stop. As he pulled up, he thought he heard shots, but it turned out 
to be officers trying to break windows to get into the car, as BRANIGHwould not unlock or open 
the doors. 
f. AsG3gt. ArnzeR-eXited his patrol car, he grab~d his AR-1.§ rifle iilld chambered a round. 
When he determined that BRANIGHwas not obviously armed he cleared his rifle . . ) 
g. BRANIGHfinally opened the driver's side door and officers pulled him out onto the ground. 
BRANIGHresisted the officers' attempts to handcuff him. Sgt. Arnzen warned everyone, and 
then fired his taser into BRANIGH'Sleft shoulder. When BRANIGHcontinued to resist, Arnzen 
used his taser to "contact taze" him. The officers were then able to handcuff BRANIGH,and he 
was transported to the Nez perce County Jail. 
h.,JLI.fhihLattbe-18t~ scene, Sgt. Arnzen ,fu.!Lnd an !:illfired .223 caliber round I~ on the, 
-round near the front of ~5unty Sheriffs Sgt. Hilderbrandt's patrol car, whlCfllle-- ' 
~Icked up. He gave that round to me (Exhibit F), and I later turned it over to Detective 
Adamson. 
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On October 11, 2007, I, Idaho State Police Lieutenant Ch.arlie Spencer, conducted a function 
check and inspection of an Armalite M-15 that had been 'used by a Nez Perce County Deputy in 
firing several rounds at Leotis Branigh during a pursuit. The function check was performed at 
,3 Region Two Investigations office of the Idaho State Police. No defects were found, and the 
\rmalite was subsequently returned to the owner at the conclusion of the check. 
Narrative 
1. On October 11, 2007, at approximately 9:15 a.m., Idaho State Police Detective Rich 
Adamson requested that I, Idaho State Police Lieutenant Charlie Spencer, perform a function 
test and inspection on an Armalite M-15 that had been used in an officer involved shooting, 
where Leotis Branigh had fled from officers. The Armalite had been recovered from the involved 
Nez Perce County Deputy. I became a certified Colt Armorer in 2004. 
2. At approximately 9:15 a.m., I retrieved Exhibit #003, the Armalite M-~5, from evidence. I 
opened the sealed box and removed the rifle. The serial number was US152145, and the 
caliber was 5.56 (.223). The rifle was unloaded, and no magazine was present. No ammunition 
was included in Exhibit #003. During my inspection I noted the following items/conditions; 
a. The rifle had all necessary parts and components. From the outside, the rifle appeared to 
be in almost new condition and all parts appeared to be original issue. I noted no discrepancies 
with the overall outward appearance of the rifle. . 
b. I performed a function check, by cycling the action numerous times using the charging 
handle. I rotated the selector from "safe" to "semi" several times. Each time the rifle functioned 
correctly, the hammer would fall when in the "semi" mode, or the hammer would not fall if in the 
"safe" mode. 
I separated, the upper and lower receivers. The bolt carrier was a semi auto (AR15) style 
carrier. The lower receiver contained a semi auto (AR15) style hammer assembly, trigger 
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assembly, disconnect, and disconnect spring. The selector installed was a semi-automatic 
selector, not one designed to allow fully automatic fire. 
d. I inspected all components of the lower receiver-fire control group. There was proper 
interaction between the hammer assembly and the disconnector, with the proper .amount of 
clearance. There was proper interaction between the hammer assembly and the trigger 
assembly, with the proper amount of clearance. There was also the proper amount of clearance 
between the trigger and the selector. All of the springs in the 10\A{er receiver fire control group 
were installed correctly. I disassembled the fire control group from the lower receiver. All 
surfaces were in good condition, and I could not find any evidence of modification or tampering. 
All parts involved appeared to be within tolerances. I again function checked the fire control 
group by manipulating the hammer, trigger, and selector manually. The fire control group· 
functioned correctly, no problems were noted. I re-assembled the lower receiver and fire control 
group. 
e. I inspected the bolt and bolt carrier assembly. The bolt assembly had been installed 
correctly, and was in almost new condition. The bolt carrier key was tight and in good condition. 
I removed the bolt assembly from the bolt carrier. No problems were noted. I re-assembled the 
bolt assembly and bolt carrier, then re-installed the bolt carrier in the upper receiver. 
3. At approximately 10:00 a.m., I completed the inspection and function check. The Armalite 
'-qd obviously been fired, however it appeared to have not been fired excessively without 
.eaning. I did not notice any buildup. of burnt powder that normally occurs with extended firing. 
fhe amount of debris I observed was consistent with firing a limited number of rounds through 
the rifle. I re-assembled the upper and lower receiver groups, then resealed the rifle in the box 
with evidence tape. I subsequently submitted Exhibit #003 to Detective Rich Adamson for return 
to the owner. 
4. At approximately 10:05 a.m., Detective Adamson and I also compared the loaded 
ammunition contained in exhibit 004 (30 round magazine with 15 loaded rounds) to exhibit 005 
(20 round rna . with 18 loaded roun s. II thos rou s appeare to be the same 
anufacturer, and all bore identica ea stamps. Det. Adamson and I then verified that the 
expended casings recovered from the scene (exhibits 006, and A through E) bore the same 
headstamps, which they did. Detective Adamson subsequently released exhibits 004 and 005 
to the owner. 
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11 :00 a.m., I, Idaho State Police (ISP) Detective Rich 
on Thain Road and Burrell Avenue in Lewiston, Nez 
Tag No 
070001916 
1. On September 2, 2007, at approximately 11 :00 a.m., I, Idaho State Police (ISP) Detective 
Rich Adamson and Detective Mike Mooney walked from the 600 block of Bryden Avenue to 
Thain Road and Powers Avenue. We were attempting to locate any .223 casings ' from the 
'Iursuit from last night. ISP Lieutenant (Lt.) Allen Oswald walked from 18th Street E on Powers 
,",venue to Thain Road . 
• j.' 
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2. At the intersection of Thain Road and Powers avenue . .JJoeate 
casing appeared to be the same as the ones we located last nigh·~t.-~D=-=e:it::-'ec:itf-:iv-:::e=n~oo~n;;e;;y~o-=ok 
photographs of it and I secured it in the evidence room at the ISP Investigations office in 
Lewiston. 
3. We did not observe any bullet holes in any houses, automobiles or other structures along 
Bryden Avenue, Thain Road or Powers Avenue. 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
I.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
frl LtD 
Prrl 2 '-7 
.t;r;w' 
'!I~{/ 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR CHANGE 
OF VENUE ALONG WITH AFFIDAVIT 
OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
COMES NOW, Charles E. Kovis, attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh, and moves to supplement 
Defendant's Motionfor Change of Venue filed with this Court on January 9, 2008. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 
County of Latah ) 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
THIRD SUPPLEMENT A nON OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 1 
o 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2. I am supplementing the Motion for Change of Venue which was filed by Mr. 
Branigh's former attorney, Robert J. Van Idour, with the documents attached at 
Exhibit "A." 
3. Exhibit "A" contains a copy of an Amended Prisoner Civil Rights Complaint 
(Second). 
f1 
DATED this/O day of November 2008. 
~E-{~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to b~, ! 0 d/J.a:.-~~----:\vember 2008./_----
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH 
AFFlDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
Notary Public m ~r.LV 
Residing at Moscow therein. 
My commission expires: ---.:'I:.-/_3---'0_c"'-I-'.-t ____ _ 
2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ! () r!i.. day of November, 
2008, a true and correct copy of this Supplementation 
of Defendant's Motion for Change of Venue 
Along with Affidavit afCharles E. Kavis 
was hand-delivered to: 
DANIEL SPICKLER 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. Box 1267 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Charles E. Kovis 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 3 
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)ri ver' s License 
:208) 799-3138 
Sheriff's FAX 
208) 799-3 101 
Jail FAX 
t08) 799·3 i44 
1221 F Street • P.O. Box 896 s Lewiston,1daho 83501' 
January 19, 2001 
Randall, Blake & Cox, P.A. 
Attn: Scott Chapman 
P.O. Box 446 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Reference: Leotis Branigh 
Dear Mr. Chapman: 
I am responding to your letter of January 12, 2001, expressing your concerns a:.bo1,lt Mr. 
Branigh. You state that J\1r. B.rapigh Wa;? deOied a telephone call'to you upon his ret1.l:\TI to 
ourjail The staffstates th?fhe ¢:rived, at 5:07 PM on Janul;!IY 10; 2001, from Lewis County. 
He did not request a telephone; tali at th<rt fune. No one from day shift ori. January 11, 2001 
says that he requested to rnaJ.(e a call that d~y either. 
As to Mr. Branigh not 4avitig aiJ.y writing materials or a table to write on, he has had 
numeroUs inmate disciplinaryptoblel11? jn th~ past with Nez Perce County. Some of these 
problems were of a very seriouS nature with chatges being :tiled afSaipst Mr. Branigh. I have 
a responsibility to my staff to keep- the jail as safe as possible. That is why Mr. Branigh is in 
a' spartan room with,a pllillinub19f ppj~G-t~, It: iI+ fact, he has to d~ ~othet pre.-sentep.ce 
report, he, will be allowed out ofhiS ce.-U into another room to complete the fOmi. . 
The jail bas a classification system it uses to make housing. arrangements. Because of the loss 
of the east wing in the jail, we are very I:i:ri:rlted as to how we tail house people. By State 
standards and classification issu.es; we are not allowed to put some types of individ")lals in the 
same housing areas. When the "mix" is correct, we will be able to move Mr. Branigh to a 
different houSing area. 
If you have any questions on this issue, please feel free to contact me and I will be more than 
happy to discuss them with you. 
Sincerely, 
Randy Kingsbury, Sheriff . 
!/f.~ ~ 
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Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office 
1221 F Street 
July 14. 2000 
Scott Chapman 
Randall, Blake & Cox, P.A. 
P.O. Box 446 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Reference: Leotis Branigh 
/ 
Dear Mr. Chapman: 
co P.O. Box 896 Lewistoll, Idaho 83501 
As you are aware, legal mail or attorney mail sent to a prisoner in custody is considered 
confidential mail 1bis mail is handled differently than regular mail. The practice at the Nez 
Perce County Jail is to only open the legal mail in the presence of the pdsoner it is addressed 
to. This is only done to check the mail for contraband items. 
The letter in question had been delivered to the Court floor instead of the Sheriffs Office. 
I received a report from the corrections officer that discovered the opened letter in the jail 
paperwork that had been picked up from our mailbox on the Court floor. As to how the legal 
mail got delivered to tl).e Court floor, I do not have the'an?wer untess you have your legal' 
mail delivered by courier and it was dropped oifby mistake on the second floor. . 
To sum up the situation, I say the jail staff did not open the lett~r; it was opened prior to them 
receiving it. A report was generated as soon as it was discovered, as they are aware ofhqw 
legal mail is to be handled. Mr. Branighwas made aware of the situation as it occurred and 
it was explained to him that at no time had any corrections officer read the letter. Mr. 
Branigh stated he understood, A copy of the report was forwarded to my attention, so I was 
aware ofthe situation and how it had been handled. 
If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Sincerely, 
~K~~he~ 
T~UPP'te£ii1.~ATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR . 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WITH AFFIDVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
STEViS R. Cox 
D:\ Vf!) R. Rf~LI~Y 
JAY P. G:\..<;Rfl.l. 
KERRY A... WtI.(;NI'R 
Sr:O"IT CII:l.n!:\N 
Randy Kingsbury 
RANDALL. BLAKE & COX, P.A. 
LAWYERS 
110611):\110 STRIT r 
P.O. Box4.:16 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
(20S) 743-123-1-
TELEFA..\: - (20S) 743-1 266 
E-man - schapman@valley-intcmct.net 
July 11,2000 
Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office 
1230 Main Street 
P.O. Box 89b 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501- -
Re: Leotis Branigh 
D ear Sheriff Kingbliry: 
DERRICf: t\. ATEIt 
BRIAN ll. Bj~Nl:\~tlN' 
OF CmiNSEI. -
Rils.<;EU.S. R.'-ND:\I.r. 
WYNNE M. 131.-'.1-:E 
• ADMIT!"!;!) IN ID AND \VA 
I have a client, Leotis Branigh, ill, who was a resident in your facility. Apparently, some" 
correSjiOlldence, which was clearly marked "attorney/client commumcati.ons", a:rrivC?d at Leotis's 
cell, having beeil opened. I am sure you can understand my" concerns about the fact -niat 
attomeyf<)ient communications with my client are being opened. 
Could you please advise to what happened and let me know? 
Sincerely, 




cc: Leo tis B ranigh, III 
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Nez Perce County 
Inmate Grievance Form 
illare N~e: LeJt\.s .& rcS'J'IIi~rt=k,(,0f.J1t D-a!e:~;'6CJ() Section: _____ _ 




~~~~~~~~~~~~M~P~C~~~~~ __ ~~~~~~\~ 
t:.1 
,esponse from the staff :nember bei..'1.g grieved: 
t- ~ ~4c£ =tk '{¥t ~~ 
Da!e:~5==--' 1-=5_~lJt) __ _ 
-~---~--~-----------------~~-~~~~77----------------~----~---------------
i\TE: r have reviewed::he Depury's response 'and I: 
kcepr the Depury's response Request a Sergeant reVIew 
;.::q Held: _Yes _No D;:lIe:...c.. ______ Time: ____ _ 
'.::;rie"ldIlce has been revie'.'{~d and r find: 
:;2nt Signarure: _________________ Date: _________ _ 
Disposition: 
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Nez Perce County 
Inmate Grievance Form 
frlIDate Name:L€c~ls. J3r~l\"'.l)r\ B("A,.t\·\1A:::r:n:.- Date: tf - t.- .2~\)'C Section: 
~ --------------
Officer receiving Grievance form from inm 
-++++++++++++-f'-++++++-:-+++++++++++++r:::F .. :;=;--H--i-I-++-4-....; ...... I-+++-+-H-+-:-: -!-. "'i'-,-:q:-,-++-++++++++++++-++++ 
r+++++++++7~~~~~~~~~~+~++-.-:++~++++++7+++++T+++~+7T7jT77+~+++7~+~7.+77~-
" 
MATE: r have re~e~ed the Deputy's response and I: / /~ ,-/-1)-00 
_ Accept the Deputy s response ~equest;a Sergeant reVIew 
. . . 
++.+++++++++++++++-:-+++++++++++++++-++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
aring Held: _Yes X No Drtte:··/{7'/{- pyf Time: {).Joo 
IJY Grievance has been reviewed and r-flnd: 
7:;::y/..r .PR~ /..r. $'6/ ..40e7Kc:rJ' ?.v7'"b ~ '"71i~ p/faJt..JC S2::".<"'c.lI(-~ 
ge~t Signature~ Date:_-,-T-~!I'---F-.'f¥",,-· __ _ 
~+++++++++++++++~++++++++++++++++++++~++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++:++ 
it DispQsition: . 
THIRD SOPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDA:NT'S MOTION FOR 
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To: Leons Braru. 'gh ill.. . /.:) 5 -f t;rtJfl 
. From: Lt. Steve G. Lutes l?Y 
Ref: Inrtmte Grievance- Classification 
All im:p.ates are classified on the N orthpointe Classification system. 
The jail staf:fuse past disiplinaty problems in m~g classification ·decisions on the 
decision tree. You have not had a very good report while in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
You have had 8 disciplinary problems/reports since August 1996. 
The past problems and the current problems you have, do not show a good 
behavioral record. 
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Nez Perce County 
Inn1ate Grievance Fonn 
IDmateName:Le~·h,~ Scg.ant-I', i,i~l'\la.A:m: Date: Y-2J"'::2000 Section:_' _____ _ 
o 
The DecisioniAclion ram 
r 
Ltried to solve this problem by: 
--r-/ .,1 - .• .. I .1-"" ~~ C'WK'C.r,. Co. i.$tl.llU s 
Date: ¥-::z.J ~..:z.ooo 
Officer receiving Grievance form from .u..u.L.l.UJ.'-, ________________ Date: ________ _ 
r++++++++++++++++++++++++++T+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
:he response from the staff member being grieved: 
leputy's Signature: ______ ~ _______ -'--___ '-'~._, ________ _ 
JMl\TE: I have reviewed the Deputy's response and I: 
Accept the Deputy's response _ Request a Sergeant review 
+-r+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++'+++++++++++++++++ 
::ari:;:}g Held: _Yes _No Drtte: ______ Time: ____ _ 
)m (':::;rievance has been reviewed and I find: 




I HIRD SUPPLEMEN I ATION OF DEF ENDAN 1 ) S MO I ION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG WIIH AFFIDVII OF CHARLES E. KaVIS 
I ' 
TO: Leotis Branigh ill r£i) S -I:;--e-V 
From: Lt. Steve G. Lutes ~ 
Ref Inmate Grievance-Law Library 
The jail Standards for the State ofIdalio say the oilly reason whe have to allow 
you 'access to the Legal Library, would be if you were filing or reseg.rching a legal matter 
NOT relating to yoUr cUrtent. situation. 
The re3.$on being is you have an attorney on the criminal matter you now face. He 
is your resource on this matter . 
. ' 
The jail staff niay request what case law books you request through the the Law 
Clerk. If this does not involve your current case~ 
Also" the jail has some Idaho Code books you may look at, if you request theIll_ 
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Nez Perce County 
Inmate Grievance Form 
Inmate Name: Leo}; 5 be-C'''i!';!;}'' £r'M;.J, ..:DrDate: 4 - ::2..1-'":lQoo Section: ______ _ 
~J 
fru:rult~Signatur#/~ ~~Date: 7'- ;z.1-;;ZoaD 
)fficer receiving Grievance form from ~~~<-.u.,~. ______________ _ 
~+++++++++~++++++++~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++~~+++++++++++++~~+~+++++++~ 
1e response from the staff member being grieved: 
:puty's Signature: _______________ ~ 
vfA1E: f have reviewed the DepUIy's response and I: 
. Accept the Deputy's response _' Request a Sergeant review 
++++++++~+++++++++~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~ 
rng Held: _Yes _No Dnte: ______ .~e:-----
u:- Grievance has been reviewed and I find: 
Jeant Signature: ________________ Date: ________ _ 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
1 Disposition: 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION'OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
CHANGE OF VENUE ALONG \VITH AFFIDVIT OF CHARI ES E. KOVIS 
Leotis Brannon Branigh III 
Plaintiff Pro Se 
42023 P.O. Box 1 4 
ISCI 
Boise, ID 83707 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERttR: 
Leotis Brannon Branigh III 







Nez Perce County Idaho, (A Governmental ) 
Entity); Randy Kingsbury, Ron A. Hall, ) 
steve G. Lutes, Norm Pierson, Scott ) 
storrs, Robin Bonds, Richard Bailey, ) 
Mike C. Babino, Don Taylor, and Jamie ) 
Shropshire in their Individual ) 
Capacities and Official Capacities, as ) 
employees of Nez Perce County; Jack ) 
McGee, Cory Blair, Rod Taylor, Pat NaIl,) 
Bryce Schrimsher, James Gump, Debbie ) 
Almeida, Shannon (Keck) Feucht, Mike ) 
Roberts, Patrick Santos, and Sandra K. ) 
Dickerson, in their Official Capacity, ) 







Amended Prisoner Civil 
Rights Complaint. 
(Second) 
Jury Trial Demanded 
1) Plaintiff Leotis Brannon Branigh III is a citizen of Idaho 
presently residing at P.O. Box 14 Boise, ID 83707. 
2) Defendant Nez Perce County is a governmental entity residing 
in the state of Idaho. 
At the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, all 
defendants were employees of Nez Perce County, Idaho and acting 
under color of state law. 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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3) Defendant Randy Kingbury is presumed to be a citizen of 
Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the 
time the claims alleged in this complaint arose! employed as Sheriff 
of Nez Perce County and acting under color of state law. This defendant 
is sued in his Individual and Official capacity. 
4) Defendant Ron A. Hall is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff( and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as Captain of the 
Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color of state 
law. This defendant is sued in his Individual and Off~cial capacity_ 
5) Defendant Steve G. Lutes is presumed to be a citizen of 
-.Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff ., and was· at the 
time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as Lieutenant 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and Jail Administrator 
of Nez Perce County Corrections, and acting under color of state law. 
This defendant is sued in his· Individual and Official capacity. 
6} Defendant Norm Pierson is presumed to be a citizen of 
Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the 
time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Sergeant 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department, Corrections, and acting 
under color of state law. This defendant is sued in his Individual 
and Official capacity. 
7) Defendant Scott Storrs is presumed to be a citizen of 
Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the 
time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Corporal 
of the Nez Perc~ County Sheriff's Department, Corrections, and acting 
under color of state law. This defendant is sued in his Individual 
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and Official capacity. 
8) Defendant Robin Bonds is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Corporal of 
the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department, Corrections, and acting under 
color of state law. This defendant is sued in her Individual and 
Official capacity. 
9) Defendant Richard Bailey is presumed to be a citizen of 
Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff and was at the 
time the claims a~leged in this compiaint arose, employed' as a Corporal 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department, Corrections, and acting 
- ------------------- -----------------------------------
under c;:olor of. st.a.te law. . This . sued in his- Individual··-··-
and Official capacity. 
10) Defendant Mike C. Babino is presumed to be a citizen 
of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at 
the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department, and acting under color 
of state law. This defendant is sued in his Individual.and Official 
capacity. 
11) Defendant Don Taylor is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Corporal of 
the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color of 
state law. This defendant is sued in his Individual and Official 
. capacity. 
12) Defendant Jack McGee is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time the claims 
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alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy of the Ne~ Perce 
County Sheriff's Department and acting under the color of state law. 
This defendant·is sued in his Official capacity. 
13) Defendant Cory Blair is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy of 
the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color of 
state law. This qefertdant is sued in his Official capacity~ 
14) Defendant Rod Taylor is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho; 
whose aqdress is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy of 
the Nez-Perce -County Sheriff's Department- and-actin-g under color- of 
state law. This defendant is sued in his Official capacity. 
15 Defendant Pat NaIl is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy of 
the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color of 
state law. This defendant is sued in her Official capacity. 
16) Defendant Bryce Schrimsher is presumed to be a citizen 
of Idaho l whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at 
the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color 
of state law. This defendant is sued in his Official capacity. 
17) Defendant James Gump is presumed to be a citizen of Idaho, 
whose addres is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the time 
the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy of 
the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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color of 
state law. This defendant is sued in his Official capacity. 
18) Defendant Debbie Almeida is presumed to be a citizen 
of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff~ and was at 
the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color 
of state law. This defendant is sued in her Official capacity. 
19) Defendant Shannon (Keck) Feucht is presumed to be a 
c~tizen of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and 
was at the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed 
as a Deputy of the Nez Perce County Sheriff'~ Department and acting 
under color of state law. This defendant is sued in her Official 
capacity. 
20) Defendant Mike Roberts is presumed to be a citizen of 
Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at the 
time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color 
of state law. This defendant is sued in his Official capacity. 
21) Defendant Patrick Santos is presumed to be a citizen 
of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at 
the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as a Deputy 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department and acting under color 
of state law. This defendant is sued in his Official capacity. 
22) Defendant Jamie Shropshire is presumed to be.a citizen 
of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, and was at 
the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, employed as 
Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County and acting under color of 
state law. This defendant is sued in her Individual and Official 
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capacity. 
23) Defendant Sandra K. Dickerson is presumed to be a 
citizen of Idaho, whose address is presently unknown to plaintiff, 
and was at the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose, 
employed as Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County and 
acting under color of state law. This defendant is sued in her 
Official capacity. 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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B. JURISDICTION 
1) The court has jurisdiction over the plaintiff's claims 
of violations of federal constitutional rights under 42 D.S.C. § 1983. 
2) The court has jurisdiction over the plaintiff's state 
law tort claims under Idaho Code § 6-914. 
C. NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is a civil rights action filed by Leotis· Brannon Branigh·· 
III, who was incarcerated in the Nez Perce County Jail from 1-24-2000 
to 3-2-2000, from 3-7-2000 to 8-4-2000, from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000/ 
and from 1-10-2001 to 2-15-2001. (The intermittent periods between 
the times that I was incarcerated in the Nez Perce County Jail/ I was 
housed in other County Jails for Nez Perce County_ 
This incarceration was for criminal charges for which I was 
a Pre-trial detainee held under bond until 11-15-2000 at which time 
I was convicted and held under bond until 2-15-2001 awaiting sentencing. 
This action is filed under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 alleging: 
1) Unquestioned and serious d~privation of basic human needs 
and wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain and mental anguish in 
violation of the 14th and 8th Amendments to the United states 
Constitution, and Article I § 16 and .Art. I § 13 of the Idaho State 
Constitution. 
2) Confinement in segregation without privelages and denial 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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of access to the Law Library in violation of the Due Process Clauses 
of the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article 
I § 13 of the Idaho state Constitution. 
3) Denial of Medical care in violation of the 8th Amendment 
to the United states Constitution and Article I § 13 of the Idaho State 
Constitution. 
4) Unreasonable Search and Seizure in violation of the 4th 
Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I § 17 of the 
Idaho State Constitution. 
5) Denial of Religious Freedom in violation of the 1st 
Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I § 4 of the 
Idaho State "Con"stitutic:5n:. 
6) Plaintiff also alleges the tort of negligence. 
During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, I" was 
subjected to repeated Constitutional Rights violations by the Nez Perce 
county Sheriff's Department. 
During one attempt at addressing my complaints to the Nez 
Perce County Sheriff's Department, the Nez Perce County prosecutor's 
Office became involved and further violated my Constitutional Rights 
by using my complaint to the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department as 
a basis for a motion in my criminal case, causing my written complaint 
to be entered into District court Record before a District Court Judge. 
Rather than address the issue of my complaint, the Nez Perce County 
Prosecutor's Offi·ce and the District Court Judge allowed the 
Unconstitutional treatment that I was being subjected to "in the Nez 
Perce County Jail, to continue with deliberate indifference. A direct 
attempt at remedying the Unconstitutional treatment was also made by 
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myself in the form of a letter to the District Court Judge assigned 
to my case. This letter was also ignored. 
Also during my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, 
I was undergoing psychological and psychiatric evaluations at different 
periods of time and had been diagnosed with psychological disorder. 
This disorder or disorders made it more difficult for me to address 
my complaint further. 
The Unconstitutional treatment that I received while housed 
in the care, custody, and control of the Nez Perce County Sheriff's 
Department caused further psychological anguish and trauma, as well 
as physical anguish. The inhuman treatment of this plaintiff went 
unchanged. I was degraded, dehumanized, psychologi-cally tortured,·' 
recklessly endangered, deprived of basic human necessities, forced to 
endure wanton and unnecessary infliction of emotional pain and physical 
discomfort. The defendants in this complaint acted either deliberately 
or with deliberate indifference. 
D. CAUSE OF ACTION 
I allege that the following of my constitutional rights, 
privelages, or immunities have been violated and that the following 
facts form the basis of my allegations: 
CLAIM I: My constitutional right to Due Process according 
to the 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article 
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I § 13 of the Idaho state Constitution and my constitutional ~ights 
to be safe from Cruel and Unusual Punishment according to the 8th 
Amendment to the United states Constitution and Art. I §. 6 of the Idaho 
state Constitution were violated by Nez Perce County Defendants who 
acted either deliberately or with deliberate indifference to the 
unquestioned and serious deprivation 'of basic human needs of food, 
clothing, medical, warmth and exercise, sanitation, and personal hygiene, 
and the wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain and mental anguish 
of this plaintiff. 
SUPPORTING FACTS: 
'1 ) Fact- I was housed in solitary confinement from 3-7-2000 to 4-28-
'2000, from 8-9-2000 to 11=-15=2000,'from 1-1'0-2001 to 2-15-2001 ;. All 
of this solitary confinement was without any formal Disciplinary hearing, 
review, or any due process what-so-ever. 
2) Fact- During most of the time I spent in the Nez Perce County Jail, 
. 
I was undergoing psychological and psychiatric evaluations and was 
diagnosed with mental disorder. 
3) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail I was 
denied many privelages without any formal Disciplinary Process, review, 
or appeal. 
4) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail I was 
subjected to harassment by Jail Staff. 
5} Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County' Jail, I was 
denied any form of counseling and/or treatment for my mental health 
problems. 
6) Fact- I was subjected to the comsumption of brown water containing 
particles of some unknown substance during much of my incarceration 
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lil the Nez Perce County Jail. 
7) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez -Perce County Jail, I was 
denied Legal calls and denied adequate access to the phone. 
8) Fact~ On 3-2-2000 Sgt. Pierson forcefully attempted to take my 
breakfast for an alleged rule infraction. Sgt. Pierson threatens me 
with Disciplinary action and I am transferred to another County Jail. 
~) Fact- On 3-7-2000 I am returned to the Nez Perce County Jail and 
placed in segregation with no due process. During this time in 
segregation I was subjected to harassment by being moved from one 
solitary confinement cell to another. I was moved the first time to 
purportedly patch holes in the cell wall by Lt. Steve G. Lutes. Approx. 
one week rater I was moved back into "South Cell #1 n to purportedly· 
fix the light in "South Cell #211. Neither the holes in the wall or 
the light were repaired during my incarceration in the Nez Perce County 
Jail. The water in both of these cells was dirty brown and contained 
particles of an unknown substance. 
10) Fact- From 1-24-2000 to 3-27-2000, I received outside recreation 
only two times. 
11) Fact- On 3-27-2000 I submitted a grievance to the Jail Administrator 
concerning the loss of privelages, access to telephone, housing without 
access to natural sunlight, and other issues. 
12) Fact- On 3-29-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I was told 
that it was raining by Officer Almeida. 
13) Fact- On 3-30-2000 I was denied outside recreation. My request 
was made to Officer Mike Roberts. 
14) On 4-5-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I made requests to 
Officers Almeida and Schrimsher and was told it was too windy. 
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15) Fact- On 4-6-2000 I submitted a grievance concerning the phone 
system. 
16) Fact- On 4-11-2000 I was denied outside recreation due to water 
on the rec. yard. 
17) Fact- On 4-12-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I w~s told by 
Officer Almeida that it was windy outside and might rain~ 
18) Fac~- On 4-13-2000 I was denied outside recreation. When I requested 
recreation, Officer Babino responded with! "it's rainingll in a rude 
manner. 
19) Fact- On 4-13-2000 I submitted a grievance concerning the Policy 
And Procedure and rules of the Nez Perce County Jail. This grievance 
was submitted toO£ficer" McGee and never-an"swered. 
20) Fact- On 4-13-2000 I was again moved from IlSouth Cell #111 to "South 
Cell #2" by Officer McGee. Officer McGee told me, "you talk too much 
to other people. 1T 
21) Fact- On 4-18-2000 I was denied outside recreation. 
22) Fact- On 4-19-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy. 
23) Fact- On 4-20-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy. 
24) Fact- On 4-21-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy. Also on this day I tried to call my Psychologist 
at approx. 3:15 P.M. but the phone system is not working. Also on this 
day I submitted a grievance concerning the Law Library and also a . 
grievance concerning my Classification Status. 
25) Fact- On 4-25-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I was told 
by Officer McGee that it was raining. 
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26) Fact~ On 4-26-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told by Sgt. 
Pierson that Jail staff were b~sy. Also on this day I was r~fused a 
shower by Officer NaIl and Cpl. Bailey. 
27) Fact- From 3-7-2000 to 4-28-2000 I was denied t.v. privelages. 
28) Fact- I was denied outside recreation from 5-1-2000 to 5-5-2000. 
29) Fact- I was denied t.v. privelages until 5-9-2000 by Officer Blair 
due to a rule violation by another inmate. 
30 ) Fact-'On 5-8-2000 I was p.enied outside recreation. 
31) Fact- On 5-9-2000 I was denied outside recreation. 
32 ) Fact-on 5-10-2000 I was denied outside recreation. Lt. Steve G. 
Lutes told me it was raining . 
.3 3) Fact-I- wcis--deniea"" "outside recreation on 5-= 11-2000, 5-12-'-2000 ;"""5-
15-2000, 5-16-2000, 5-18-2000, 5-19-2000, 5-23-2000, 5-24-2000, 5-25-
2000, and 5-26-2090 through 6-12-2000. 
34) Fact- I was denied outside recreation on 6-13-2000, 6-14-2000, and 
was only allowed outside recreation once or twice from 6-15-2000 to 
8-4-2000. 
35) Fact- I was denied outside recreation from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000. 
36) Fact~ On 8-10-2000 Cpl. Robin Bonds Authored a Memo sanctioned by 
Captain Hall that stated that I was to have, "No access to church or 
outdoor recre"ation due to his threat to the safety and security of the 
facility~' 
37) Fact- From 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I was housed in cells were the 
water was often brown and contained par~icles of an unknown substance. 
38) Fact- From 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I was only allowed one 15 minute 
phone call 'whether to Attorney, Psychologist, or other, per day according 
to the 8-10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bonds which is sanctioned 
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Hall and states, "2. Shower for one hour with phone privelages for 15 
minutes (east cell block phone)lI and fl6. NO Phone in cell". 
39) Fact- From 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I was not allowed to have soap 
in my cell to use after using the toilet. I was only allowed to use 
comb, toothpaste, toothbrush, and soap when showering according to the 
8-10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bpnds which is sanctioned by Captain Hall 
and states, "10. All personal hygiene items will be kept in Branigh's 
blue property box along with his commissary items and will be issued 
to him when showering, then placed back in his box when finished using 
them. " 
40) Fac:t:-7 .. 0n 6-14-2000 I sent District Court Judge Carl Kerrick a letter 
re~tiesting a bond'reductiorior'r~le&s~ bn MY o~n rec6gnizance to' 
alleviate the treatment I was receiving in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
I received no response. 
41) Fact- On 8-31-2000 I sent a letter to District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick detailing my concerns about-my housing. I received no response. 
42) Fact- On 8-31-2000, upon receiving personal mail I am told that 
I may read the letter but that I must then return it to Jail Staff. 
I was told by Officer Santos that this was at the direction of Cpl. 
Robin Bonds. These letters were never returned to me. 
43) Fact- On 9-8-2000 I submitted a written request to be placed in 
direct contact with the Federal Bureau Of Investigation and outlined 
criminal offenses to be brought against Nez Perce County Jail Staff. 
This request was given to Officer Babino. 
44) Fact- The written request I submitted on 9-8-2000 was referred to 
Prosecuting Attorney Jamie Shropshire by Randy Kingsbury, the Sheriff 
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of Nez Perce County, as was a report by Officer Babino. This.written 
request was then submitted in an Affidavit by Sandra K. Dickerson, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County in support of a Motion For 
A Competency Hearing in my criminal case. Although Ms. Dickerson 
acknowledges the fact that I suffered from mental illnes?, neither her, 
nor anyone at the Prosecutors Officer nor District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick ever addressed the written request I submitted. 
45) Fact- In a Confidential Report from another County Jail, Cpl. Bailey 
'Eequests a copy of said report. This Confidential report was reportedly 
requested for the purpose of presenting it to my Judge. This 
Confidential Report was purportedly-the reason for the 8-10-2000 Memo 
by Cpl. Bonds~ Judge Carl Kerrick did in fact receive a copy of this 
Confidential Report. 
46) Fact- On 10-12-2000 Cpl. Robin Bonds seizes all of the p~rsonal 
letters in my possession and tells me that I'm, "not supposed to have 
them", that, "it's not part of your program. lI I try to- explain to her 
that this is unreasonable seizure in violation of the 4th Amendment 
to the united states Constitution and Article I § 17 of the Idaho State 
Constitution and Cpl. Bonds becomes hostile toward me, saying things 
like, "you are securell , "you want me to take the rest of your stuff", 
and "you want me to be a bitch, huh, do you want me to be a bitch, 
because I can take the rest of it". I then asked to speak. to the shift 
supervisor to which she replied, "I am the supervisorrl. Cpl. Bonds 
also made several other rude and sarcastic comments and said that she 
tlwasn't going to lose her stripes". 
47) Fact- On 11-15-2000 as I'm leaving to go to Lewis County, Cpl. Bonds 
won't allow me to keep my financial transaction records because she 
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says they're not legal work. Officer Rod Taylor reads something in 
my legal work and askes me about it. I try to explain that legal papers 
can be searched, but should not be read when Cpl. Bonds tells me to 
If shut Upll. 
48) Fact- On 1-26-01 Cpl. storrs takes 2 writing pens from me in a cell 
search. His reason for taking them was that I was only allowed to have 
one pen in my cell. 
49) Fact- Another grievance concerning denial of outside recreation 
was fiked in June or July 2000 and never responded to. 
50) Fact- Nez Perce County Jail Policy says no punishment to exceed 
30 days. 
51) Fact- I was denied access to the Nez Perce County ~olicy and 
Procedure during my entire incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
52) Fact- From 1-10-2001 to 2-15-2001 I was denied outside recreation, 
t.v. privelages, and only allowed to use the phone for one 15 minute 
phone call per day regardless of whether it was a call to my Attorney, 
Psychologist, or other. I was housed under the same criteria from 1-
10-2001 to 2-15-2001 as I was from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 per the 8-
10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bonds. 
53) Fact- Another grievance was filed concerning Cpl. Don Taylor making 
a remark to a drunk Na"tive American in my presence saying, "Oh, you 
didn't know Chief Joseph was a queer?1I I received no resp?nse to this 
grievance, but I discussed this issue verbally with Cpl. Bonds and 
Officer Mike Roberts. 
54) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, many 
officers were rude, sarcastic, and/or condescending ,when requests were 
made to them byrne. 
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55) Fact- During my housing in II South Cell I & II'; I requested to go 
to religious services every time I had Knowledge of them. 
56} Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail(I was 
given numerous reasons for the denial of recreation. Among them were, 
"too coldn , "too hot", !lit's windyll, "it's rainingll, !lit's wet", and/or 
"we're busy". 
57) Fact- From 8-10-2000 to 2-15-2001 while housed at the Nez Perce 
county Jail, I made several verbal requests to talk to Captain Hall 
and Sheriff Kingsbury. 
58) Fact- During the time I was housed in I1South Cell IIII, the toilet 
in that cell had a leaking seal. 
59) Fact- During the time- Twas· housed in· the Nez· Perce County Jail,. 
I verbally requested toCpl. Bailey to speak to a counselor, which did 
not happen. 
60) Fact- During the time I was housed in the Nez Perce County Jail, 
I verbally requested to Cpl. Bailey to speak to a religious professional, 
which did not happen. 
61) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, I was 
denied adequate footwear. (Not issued socks, only shower thongs, no 
shoes) 
62) Fact- During a several month per,iod when I was housed in lISouth 
Cell IIII I a piece of cardboard was used to cover the only existing 
window of any sort of that cell to keep me from seeing anything outside 
the cell. 
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CLAIM II: My Constitutional Rights to Due Process qccording to the 
14th Amendment to the United states Constitution and Article I § 13 
of the Idaho stata Constitution were violated by Nez Perce County 
Defendants who acted either deliberately or with deliberate indifference 
to plaintiff's Constitutional Right's of Due Process by denying plaintiff 
privelages, houSing plaintiff in solitary confinement and denying 
plaintiff access to the Law Library. 
UPPORTING FACTS: 
1) Fact- I was housed in solitary confinement from 3-7-2000 to 4-28-
2000, from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000, and from 1-10-2001 to 2-15-2001. 
All of this solitary confinement was imposed without any formal 
Disciplinary hearing f review f -bY any due process what-so-ever-. 
2) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail I was 
denied many privelages without any formal Disciplinary Process, reviews, 
or appeal. 
3) Fact- During my incarceration-in the Nez Perce County Jaul I was 
denied access to the Law Library. 
4) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, I was 
denied Legal calls and denied adequate access to the phone. 
5) Fact- Legal mail was opened outside my presence. 
6) Fact- On 3-2-2000 Sgt. Pierson forcefully tried to take my breakfast 
for an alleged rule infr~ction. Sgt. Pierson threatens me with 
Disciplinary action and I am transferred to another County Jail. 
7) Fact- On 3-7-2000 I am returned to the Nez Perce County Jail and 
placed in segregation with no due process. During this time in 
segregation I was subjected to harassment By being moved from one 
solitary confinement cell to another. I was moved the first time to 
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purportedly patch holes in the cell wall by Lt.' steve G. Lutes. Approx. 
one week later I was moved back into "South Cell #III to purportedly 
fix the light in "South Cell #II11. Neither the holes in the wall or 
the light were repaired during my incarceration in the Nez Perce County 
Jail. The water in both of these cells was dirty brown and contained 
particles of an unknown'substance. 
8) Fact- From 1-24-2000 to 3-27-2000, I received outside recreation 
only two times. 
9) Fact- On'3-27-2000 I submitted a grievance to the Jail Administrator 
concerning the loss of privelages, access to telephone, housing without 
access to direct sunlight, and other issues. 
10) Fact-On 3-29-2'000--1 wa'-s denied oiltsid-e recreation. I was told 
that it was raining by Officer Almeida. 
1 1) Fact- On 3-30-2000 I was denied outside recreation. My request 
was made to Officer Mike Roberts. 
12) Fact- On 3-30-2000 I submitted a written request to access the Law 
Library to Officer Jack McGee. This request was refused and I received 
no written response. 
13) Fact- On 4-5-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I made requests 
to Officers Almeida and Schrimsher and was told that it was windy_ 
14) Fa6t- On 4-6-2000 I submitted a written request to access the Law 
Library to Officer Babino. This request was never responded to. 
15) Fact- On 4-6-2000 I submitted a grievance concerning the phone 
system. 
16) Fact- On 4-11-2000 I was denied outside recreation due to water 
on the rec. yard. 
17) Fact- On 4-12-2000 I submitted a written and verbal request to access 
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the Law Library. I was told by Cpl. BaileYr !lyou have your own attorney II 
and denied. 
18) Fact- On 4-1~-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I wa~ told 
by Officer Almeida that it was windy outside and might rain. 
19) Fact- On 4-13-2000 I was denied outside recreation. When I requested 
recreation, Officer Babino responded withr "it's raining II in a rude 
manner. 
20) Fact- On 4-13-2000 I submitted a grievance concerning the Policy 
and Procedure and rules of the Nez Perce County Jail. This grievance 
was submitted to Officer McGee and never answered. 
21) Fact- On 4-13-2000 I was again moved from lISouth Cell #1" to IlSouth 
Cell #IIlIby Offi"ce"r-Jack McGee. Offi:cer McGee told -me,·- J'you talk too 
much to other peoplell • 
22) Fact- On 4-18-2000 I was denied outside recreation. 
23) Fact- On 4-19-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy_ 
24) Fact- On 4-20-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy. 
25) Fact- On 4-20-2000 I attempt phone calls at approx. 4:00 P.M., 7:00 
P.M., and 8:45 P.M., but phone system is not working. 
26) Fact- On 4-21-2000 I was denied outside recreation and told that 
Jail staff were busy. Also on this day I attempted to call my 
Psychologist at approx. 3:15.P.M. but the phone system is not working. 
Also on this day I submitted a grievance concerning the Law Library 
and also a grievance concerning my Classification status. 
27) Fact- On 4-25-2000 I was denied outside recreation. I was told 
by Officer McGee that it was ralnlng. 
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28) Fact- On 4-26-2000 I was denied outsiqe recreation and told by Sgt. 
Pierson that Jail staff were busy. Also on this day I was refused a 
shower by Officer Nall and Cp~. Bailey. 
29) Fact- On 4-28-2000 I attempted to use the phone twice but phone 
sy~tem wasn't working. 
30) Fact- From 3-7-2000 to 4-28-2000 I was denied t.v. privelages. 
31) Fact- I was denied outside recreation from 5-1-2000 to 5-5-2000. 
32) Fact- On 5-7-2000 I was denied t.v. privelages until 5-9-2000 by 
Officer Blair due to a rule violation by another inmate. 
33-) Fac-t~- On 5--8-2000 I was denied- outside recreation. 
34) Fact- On 5-9-2000 I was denied outside recreation. 
-35) Fact- On 5~1 0--2000 -I was den-ieu outside -recreation-. Lt. Steve G-.. 
Lutes told me it was raining. 
36) Fact- I was denied outside recreation on 5-11-2000, 5-12-2000, 5-
15-2000, 5-16-2000, 5-18-2000, 5-19-2000, 5-23-2000, 5-24-2000, 5-25-
2000, and 5-26-2000 through 6-12-2000. 
37) Fact- I was denied outside recreation on 6-13-2000, 6-14-2000, and 
WaS only allowed outside recreation once or twice from 6-15-2000 to 
8-4-2000. 
38) Fact- I was denied outside recreation from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000. 
39) Fact- On 8-10-2000 Cpl. Robin Bonds aut~ored a Memo sanctioned by 
Captain Hall that stated that I was to have, "No access to church or 
outdoor recreation due to his threat to the ~afety and security of the 
facili ty. II 
40) Fact- I was denied t.v. privelages from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I 
was denied t.v. privelages. 
41) Fact- From 8-9-2000 I was only allowed one 15 minute phone call 
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whether to Attorney, Psychologist, or other, per day according to,the 
8-10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Bonds which is sanctioned by Captain Hall and 
states f 112. Shower for one hour with phone pri velages for 15 minutes 
(east cell block phone) II and "6. NO phone in cell. II • 
42) Fact- From 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I was not allowed to have soap 
in my cell to use after using the toilet. I was only allowed to use 
comb, toothpaste, toothbrush, and soap when showering according to the 
8-10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bopds which is sanctioned by Captain Hall 
and 'states, "10. All personal hygiene items will be kept in BranighTs 
blue property box al with his commissary items and will be issued 
to him when showering, then placed back in his box when finished using 
them. II 
43} Fact- On 6-14-2000 I sent District Court Judge Carl Kerrick a letter 
requesting a bond reduction or release on my own recognizance to 
alleviate the treatment I was receiving in the Nez Perce County -Jail. 
I received no response. 
44) Fact- On 8-3-2000 I received legal mail that was opened. This was 
after the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department had received a letter 
dated 7-11-2000 from my Attorney to Sheriff Kingsbury and had responded 
to this concern in a 7-14-2000 letter to my Attorney. 
45) Fact- On 8-31~2000 I sent a letter to District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick detailing my concerns about my housing. I received no response. 
46) Fact- On 8-31-2000, upon receiving personal mail I am told that 
I may read the letter but that I must then return it to Jail staff. 
I was told by Officer Santos that this was at the direction of Cpl. 
Robin Bonds. These letters were never returned to me. 
47) Fact- On 9-8-2000 I submitted a written request to be placed in 
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direct conta·ct with the Federal Bureau of. Investigation and outlined 
criminal offenses to be brought against Nez Perce County Jail staff. 
This request was given to Officer Babino. 
48) Fact- The written request I submitted. on 9-8-2000 was referred to 
Prosecuting Attorney Jamie Shropshire by Randy Kingsbury, the Sheriff 
of Nez Perce County, as was a report by Officer Babino. This written 
request was then submitted in an Affidavit by Sandra K. Dickerson, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce County in support of a Motion 
For A Competency Hearing in my criminal case. Although Ms. Dickerson 
acknowledges the fact that I suffered from mental illness, neither her, 
nor anyone at the Prosecutors Office, nor District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick ever addressed the written request I submitted. 
49) Fact- In a Confidential Report from another County Jail, Cpl. Bailey 
requests a copy of said report. This Confidential report was reportedly 
requested for the purpose of presenting it to my Judge. This 
Confidential Report was purportedly the reason for the 8-10-2000 Memo 
by Cpl. Bonds. Judge Carl Kerrick did in fact receive a copy of this 
Confidential Report. 
50.) Fact- On 10-12-2000 Cpl. Robin Bonds seizes all of the personal 
letters in my possession and tells me that I'm, "not supposed to have 
them", that, "it's not part of your program." I try to explain to her 
that this is unreasonable seizure in violation of the 4th Amendment 
to the United states Constitution and Article I § 17 of the Idaho State 
Constitution and Cpl. Bonds becomes hostile toward me, saying things 
like, !lyou are secure1l , !lyou want me to take the rest of your stuff", 
and, "you want me to be a bitch, huh, do you want me to be a bitch, 
because I can take the rest of it.ll I then asked to speak 
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.to the shift 
supervisor to which she replied, flI am the supervisorlt. Cpl. Bonds 
also made several other rude and sarcastic comments and said that she 
flwasnlt going to lose her stripes ll • 
51) Fact- On 11-15-2000 as I'm leaving to go to Lewis County, Cpl. Bonds 
won't allow me to keep my financial transaction records because she 
says they're not legal work. Otficer Rod Taylor reads something in 
my legal work and askes me about it. I try to explain that legal papers 
can be searched, but should not be read when Cpl. Bonds tells me to 
, "shut up". 
52) Fact- From 1-10-2001 to 2-15-2001 I was denied outside recreation, 
t.v. privelages; and only allowed to use the phone for one 15 minute 
phone call per daY--fegardless of whether it was a call to my Attorney,-
P-sychologistr or other. I was housed under the same criteria from 1-
10-2001 to 2-15-2001 as I was from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 per the 8-
10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bonds. 
53) Fact- On 1-26-2001 Cpl. storrs takes 2 writing pens from me in a 
cell search. His reason for taking them was that I was only allowed 
to have one pen in my cell. 
54) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, I was 
given numerous reasons for the denial of recreation. Among those were, 
fltoo cold", "too hot~', "itls windyll, flit's raining", "it's wet"r and 
/ or "we're busy". 
55) Fact- From 8-10-2000 to 2-15-2001 while housed in the Nez Perce 
County Jail, I made several verbal requests to talk to Captain Hall 
and Sheriff Randy Kingsbury. 
56) Fact- During a several month period when, I was housed in ItSouth· 
Cell #1111, a piece of cardboard was used to cover the only existing 
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window of any sort of that cell to keep me from seeing anything outside 
the cell. 
57) Fact- There were times when legal calls were denied and I was told 
that staff were too busy. 
58) Fact- Nez Perce County Jail Policy says no punishment to exceed 
30 days. 
59) Fact- I was denied access to Nez Perce County Policy and Procedure 
during my entire incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
CLAIM III: My Constitutional Rights to be safe from cruel and unusual 
punishment according to the 8th Amendment to the United states 
Constitution and Article I § 13 of the Idaho state Constitution were 
violated by Nez Perce County Defendants who acted either deliberately 
or with deliberate indifference to the unquestioned and serious 
deprivation of basic human needs and wanton and unnecessary infliction 
of pain and mental anguish of this plaintiff by failing to provide 
adequate Medical Care to plaintiff for my known, serious medical need 
for mental health treatment/counseling that existed at the time. Under 
42 U.S.C. § 12101 et. seq. the Supreme Court has .held that the Americans 
With Disabilities Act protects inmates. 
SUPPORTING FACTS: 1) Fact- I was housed in solitary confinement from 
3-7-2000 to 4-28-2000, from 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 and from 1-10-2001 
to 2-15-2001. All of this solitary confinement was imposed without· 
any formal Disciplinary hearing, review, or any due process what-so-
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2) Fact- During most of the time I spent in the Nez Perce County Jail, 
I was undergoing psychological and psychiatric evaluations and was 
diagnosed with mental disorder. 
3) Fact- Driring most of my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail 
I was denied almost all privelages. 
4) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail I was 
subjected to harassment by Jail staff. 
5) Fact- During my incarceration in the Nez Perce County Jail, I was 
denied any form of counseling and/or treatment for my mental health 
problems. 
6) Fact- On 3-7~2000 I am returned to the Nez Perce County Jail and 
placed in segregation with no due process. During this time in 
s'egregation I was subjected to harassment by being moved from one 
solitary confinement cell to another. I was moved the first time to 
purportedly patch holes in the cell wall by Lt. steve G. Lutes. Approx. 
one week later I was moved back into "South Cell #I" to purportedly 
fix the light in "South Cell #II11. Neither the holes in the wall or 
the light were repaired during my incarceration in the Nez Perce County 
Jail. The water in both of these cells. was dirty brown and contained 
particles of an unknown substance. 
7) Fact- I was suffering from serious mental illness during the entire 
time I was housed in the Nez Perce County Jail from 1-24-2000 to 2-15-
2001 . 
8) Fact- The Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department, Nez. Perce County 
Prosecutors Office, and Judge Carl Kerrick were all aware of my mental 
illness. 
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9) Fact- I was never given or offered any type of mental health 
counseling and/or treatment by any Nez Perce County Jail staff or 
contracted Medical Services during the times I was housed in the Nez 
Perce County Jail from 1-24-20DO to 2-15-2001. 
10) Fact- I was never made aware of any Medical Services available to 
me in the Nez Perce County Jail, if any did exist at the time. 
11) Fact- I verbally requested to talk to a counselor on several 
occasions. 
12) Fact- I verbally requested to talk to a religious counselor on 
several occasions. 
13) Fact- On 6-14-2000 I sent District Court Judge Carl Kerrick a letter 
requesting a bond reduction or release'on my own recognizance to 
alleviate the treatment I was receiving in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
I received no response. 
14) Fact- On 8-31-2000 I sent a letter to District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick. detailing my concerns about my housing. I rec~ived no response. 
15) Fact- On 8-31-2000 upon receiving personal mail I am told that I 
may read the letter but that I must then return it to Jail staff. I 
was told by Officer Santos that this was at the direction of Cpl. Robin 
Bonds. These letters were never returned to me. 
16) Fact- On 8-10-2000 the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department outlined 
the unconstitutional treatment I was to receive in a Memo signed by 
Cpl. Robin Bonds and sanctioned by Captain Hall. 
17) Fact- On 9~8-2000 I submitte~ a written request to be placed in 
direct contact with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and outlined 
criminal offenses to be brought against Nez Perce County Jail staff. 
This request .was given to Officer Babino. 
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18) Fact- The written request I submitted on 8-9-2000 was referred to 
Prosecuting Attorney Jamie Shropshire by Randy Kingbury, the Sheriff 
of Nez Perce County, as was a report by Officer Babino. This written 
request was then submitted in an Affidavit by Sandra K. Dickerson, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney.for Nez Perce County in support of a Motion For 
~ Competency Hearing in my criminal case. Although Ms. Dickerson 
acknowledges the fact that I suffered from mental illness, neither her, 
nor anyone at the Prosecutors Office, nor District Court Judge Carl 
Kerrick ever addressed the written request I submitted. 
19) Fact- Other facts pertaining to this claim are included in the 
supporting facts of the other claims. 
CLAIM IV: 'My Constitutional Rights to be safe and secure against 
unreasonable search and seizure according to the 4th Amendment to the 
united States Constitution and Article I § 17 of the Idaho State 
Constitution were violated by Nez Perce County Defendants who acted 
elther deliberately or with deliberate indifference. 
SUPPORTING FACTS: 1) Fact- On 10-12-2000 Cpl. Robin Bonds seizes all 
of the personal letters in my possession and tells me that I'm, "not 
supposed to have them", that, "it's not part of your program." I try 
to explain to her that this is unreasonable seizure in violation of 
the 4th Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I § 
17 of the Idaho state Constitution and Cpl. Bonds becomes hostile toward 
me, saying things like, "you are secure tl , lIyou want me to take the rest 
of your stuffll, and, "you want me to be a bitch, huh, do you want me 
g~~c;~~;,~~~i ~;r~~ ~r:'~~~~r~'~~g~~~~~~ KOVrS 
./ 
to be a bitch, because I cart take the rest of it". I then asked to 
speak to the shift supervisor to which she replied, "I am the 
supervisorll. Cpl. Bonds also made several other rude and sarcastic 
comments and said that she "wasn't.going to lose her stripes ll • 
CLAIM V: My Constitutional Rights to Religious Freedom according to 
the 1st Amendment to the United states Constitution ~nd Article I § 
4 of the Idaho State Constitution were violated by Nez Perce County 
Defendants either deliberately or with deliberate indifference to my 
rights to reliq~6us freedom. 
SUPPORTING FACTS: 
1) Fact- From 8-9-2000 to 11-15-2000 I was .denied all forms of Religious 
Services according to the 8-10-2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bonds sanctioned 
by Captain Hall which states that I was to have, IINo access to church 
or outdoor recreation due to his threat to the safety and security of 
the facility." Religious services were requested. 
2) Fact- From 1-10-2001 to 2-15-2001 I was denied all forms of Religious 
, Services according to the 8-10~2000 Memo of Cpl. Robin Bonds sanctioned 
by Captain Hall. Religious services were requested. 
3) Fact- During my housing in "South Cell I & IIII, I requested to go 
to religious services every time I had knowledge of them. 
CLAIM VI: The violation of this Plaintiff's Constitutional Rights by 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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Nez Perce County Defendants and the failure of Nez Perce County 
Defendants to provide medical treatment and/or counseling for my known 
and serious medical need and further, forcing Plaintiff to consume 
hazardous water, constitutes the tort of Negligence. 
SUPPORTING FACTS: 
1) Fact~ All facts to support this claim are included in the Supporting 
Facts of Claims I through V. 
E) PREVIOUS LAWSUITS AND ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF 
1) There are no other lawsuits filed in state or federal 
court dealing with the same facts involved in this action. 
2) I previously have sought informal and formal relief from 
the appropriate administrative of.ficials regarding the acts complained 
of in this complaint. 
a) Relief was sought by using the grievance process. 
b) Relief was sought by submitting an Ilinformal warrant of 
arrest" to the Nez Perce County Sheriff's Department requesting to be 
placed in direct contact with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
c) Relief was sought by writing letters to the District Court 
Judge assigned to my case. 
d) ~elief was sought by requesting to see the Nez Perce County 
Sheriff's Department's Policy and Procedure manual so that I would be 
able to know the proper procedures to exhaust all remedies. 
3) I have exhausted the grievance system. 
THIRD SUPPLEMENTATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
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· a) Grievances were filed. Most were answered in writing, 
however, other gr~~vances received. no response. Grievances were answered 
by the Jail Administrator for the most part and therefore no type of 
Appellate review was al16wed. (See Exhibit A) 
F. PREVIOUSLY DISMISSED ACTIONS OR APPEALS 
1) There are no previously dismissed actions or appeals to 
this action. 
G. REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
r request the following relief: 
A) Issue a Declaratory Judgment stating that: 
1) The psychological anguish and trauma, the physical anguish 
and inhuman treatment, and the deprivation of the basic human needs 
of this Plaintiff by Nez Perce County Defendants, violated the 
Plaintiff's rights under the 8th and 14th Amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution and Article I § 16 & 13 of the Idaho State Constitution. 
2) The Confinement in segregation and/or denial of privelages 
and denial of access to the law library this Plaintiff was subjected 
to by Nez Perce County· Defendants, violated the Plaintiff's rights under 
the 8th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Art. I § 13 of the Idaho 
State Constitution. 
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3) The denial of medical care of this Plaintiff who suffered 
from a serious and known medical need, by Nez Perce County Defendants, 
violated the'Plaintiff's rights under the 8th Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution and Art. I § 13 of the Idaho State Constitution. 
4) The taking of Plaintiff1s personal letters by Defendant. 
Cpl. Robin Bonds violated the Plaintiff's rights under the 4th Amendment 
to the U.S. Constitution and Art. I § 17 of the Idaho State Constitution. 
5) The denial of religious services far this Plaintiff by 
Nez Perce County Defendants violated Plaintiff's rights under the 1st 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Art. I § 4 of the Idaho State 
Constitution. 
6) The actions of Nez Perce County Defendants in denying 
due process, treating Plaintiff with cruel and unusual punishments, 
denying religious freedoms, conducting unreasonable seizure of 
Plaintiff's personal property, and failing to provide medical treatment 
and/or counseling to Plaintiff and acting either deliberately or with 
deliberate indifference to Plaintiff's rights constitutes the tort of 
Negligence. 
B) Issue an injunction ordering Nez Perce County Defendants 
or their agents to: 
1) Immediately repair, replace, or condemn the source of 
the dirty brown w~ter in the Nez Perce County Jail. 
2) Immediately comply with the Disciplinary Due Process Policy 
at the Nez· Perce County Jail. 
3) House this Plqintiff in accordance with state and Federal 
laws and Constitutional guarantees should this Plaintiff come into the 
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care, custody, and control of the Defendants in the future. 
C) Award Compensatory damages in the following amounts: 
1) $25,000 jointly and severally against Nez Perce County 
Defendants for the unquestioned and serious deprivation of basic human 
needs and wanton and unnecessary infliction of pain and mental anguish 
sustained as a result of the cruel and unusual punishment of this 
Plaintiff. 
2) $10,000 jointly and severally against Nez Perce County 
Defendants for the punishment and emotional injury resulting from their 
denial of due process in connection with the Plaintiff's disciplinary 
proceedings. 
3) $25,000 jointly and severally against Nez Perce County 
Defendants for the emotional pain and physical discomfort and 
psychological injury resulting from their failure to provide adequate 
medical care to this Plaintiff for my known and serious mental health 
need. 
4) $5,000 jointly ahd severally against Defendant Nez Perce 
County and Defendant Robin Bonds for the emotional injury and 
, 
-psyc;:holbgi.ca.l t:r;:auma resul.ting .. from their unreasonable Sei4Urg. 0:1: 
Plaintiff's personal letters. 
5) $5,000 jointly and severally against Nez ~erce County 
Defendants for the emotional and psychological injury resulting. from 
their denial of religious services and/or religious counseling for this 
Plaintiff. 
6) $175,000 jointly and severally against Nez Perce County 
Defendants for the emotional injury, psychological injury, and 
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reckless 
endangerment of Plaintiff's physical and/or mental health resulting 
from their Negligence. . 
D) Award Nominal Damages of $1.00. 
E) Award Punitive Damages in the foll6wing amounts: 
1) $15,000 against Robin Bonds. 
2) $10,000 each against defendants Nez Perce County, Randy 
Kingsbury, Ron Hall, steve G. Lutes, Norm Pierson, Scott Storrs, Richard 
Bailey, Mike C. Babino, Don Taylor, and Jamie Shropshire. 
F) Grant such other relief as it may appear that the Plaintiff 
is entitled. 
J5~ 
DATED This~ay of April, 2005. 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)ss 
County of Ada ) 
~ ~ ZZ 'L;w::; 
=l?"laiIltiff Pro Se ~ 
Leotis Brannon Branigh III, being first duly sworn on hi$ 
oath, deposes and says: 
That he is the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action: 
that he has read the foregoing Complaint, knows the contents thereof, 
and that the facts therein stated are true as he verily believes. 
THlRDSUPPLEMENTATION_ 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this I~day of April, 2005. 
Residing At:~B~~~?_~ ______________ _ 
'Commission Expires: ..s.j'C:3/0 ? rl 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on theJ~ay of April, 2005 I mailed a true and 
crrect copy of the foregoing via the U.S. Mail system to: 
Patty o. Weeks 
Clerk Of The District Court 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 896 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Honorable Judge John H. Bradbury 
Clearwater County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 586 
Orofino, ID 83544 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 S. Washington 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
Idaho State Bar # 4700 
Attorney for Defendant 
FJ LE"D 
lf1)~ IiJ V l'i ftti1 t 1 D 3 
, ,:. "'; ,"I 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 









CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY 
FEES AND COSTS 
COMES NOW, CHARLES E. KOVIS, attorney for Leotis B. Branigh III, and moves this 
court for an allowance of attorney fees and costs in this matter. This Motion for Allowance of 
Attorney Fees and Costs is supported by the affidavit of the undersigned submitted with this motion. 
DATED this 1'-I7!:Jday of November, 2008. 
~2.~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney for Leotis B. Branigh III 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
693 
Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney at Law 
312 South Washington Street 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-3939 
Fax: (208) 882-5379 
r.S.B. # 4700 
ckovis@turbonet.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
FI'L'ED 
?1f1& tfOV 1 ~ liM 11 l)3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
LEOTIS B. BRANIGH III, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss. 










CASE NO. CR-07-8107 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
Charles E. Kovis, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Court-appointed attorney for Mr. Leotis Branigh. 
2, Attached to this affidavit at "Exhibit A" is a copy of my billing statement for work 
AFFlDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
3. that I have expended on this case from the date of my appointment through October 
31,2008. 
DATED this I L/1.!J day of November 2008. 
~[:,r~ 
Charles E. Kovis 
SUBSCRlBED and SWORN to before me this _'_4-'----_day of November 2008. 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
Notary Public in n 
Residing at Moscow therein. 
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Charles E. Kovis 
Attorney At Law 
312 S. Washington 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, ID 83843-9292 
Matter: Murder 
Statement Date: 10/3112008 
Amount Due: $26,165.25 
CR-07-8107 
08-08 
D escnphon H ours A mount 
TC with Judge Brudie 0.10 $7.25 
Lewiston to jail to visit client, OC with Judge Brudie, and TC with 5.20 $377.00 
Judge Brudie 
TC with Spickler, Call from Shellie to discuss dates for a deposition 4.10 $297.25 
of Peak, jail visit with client, OC with Fitzgerald to pick up file and 
discuss case and draft Waiver of Speedy Trial 
Went through file, documents, pleadings and discovery from 4.00 $290.00 
prosecutor and fonner attorney. 
TC with client, review some of file and dictate instructions to asst. 3.60 $261.00 
Went to courthouse, review court file; jail talked with Jack McGee 4.20 $304.50 
Drive to and from Lewiston - visit with client and review case file 6.80 $493.00 
Drive to and from Lewiston, meet with court clerks, obtained search 6.30 $456.75 
warrants and returns; jail visit with client 
Organize file and begin assembling indexes 4.50 $326.25 
Continue working on indexes while reading discovery 6.00 $435.00 
Scan and begin discovery indexes 5.00 $362.50 
Continue on Discovery Index 2.50 $181.25 
TC with Nez Perce County Court clerks 0.10 $7.25 
Meeting with client 5.00 $362.50 
TC with Spickler - set up appointment with Judge 0.10 $7.25 
Update Pleading indexes 1.30 $94.25 
Jail visit with client 1.00 $72.50 
Meeting with Law Student for research - jail visit with client 8.60 $623.50 
Discuss research with law student 1.00 $72.50 
Reviewed discovery and made copy of all pleadings for client 1.30 $94.25 
TC with Robb Bentley 0.10 $7.25 
Attend Status Conference 5.00 $362.50 
Review Discovery 4.80 $348.00 
Review discovery and copied same for client 2.50 $181.25 
Review Discovery 5.00 $362.50 
TC with prosecutor's office 0.20 $14.50 
Telephone Conference with Prosecutor 0.20 $14.50 
Review Discovery 5.30 $384.25 
TC to prosecutor's office; draft motion; TC with jailer; jail visit 8.80 $638.00 
TC with client; OC with investigator; review discovery 6.30 $456.75 
2 TC with psychologist 0.30 $21.75 
LttAKLc;:) c. KU V l~ 
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Leotis Branigh Re: Murder 
Fees (continued) 
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611112008 CEK Attend Hearing 2.50 $181.25 
6/13/2008 CEK TC with psychologist 0.10 $7.25 
6117/2008 CEK TC with jail staff; TC with psychologist 0.50 $36.25 
611912008 CEK TC with investigator; TC with client; TC with jailer; collect and fax 5.30 $384.25 
information to psychologist; TC with client 
6/23/2008 CEK Review and read discoveryr 4.00 $290.00 
6/24/2008 CEK Scan and read more discovery 5.30 $384.25 
7/1/2008 CEK Updating all indexes and scanned various 6.30 $456.75 
7/1/2008 CEK Jail visit; review discovery 6.30 $456.75 
712/2008 CEK TC with investigator 0.20 $14.50 
7/7/2008 CEK Begin to individualize discovery files 7.00 $507.50 
7/8/2008 CEK Read and file discovery 6.00 $435.00 
7/9/2008 CEK Continue with individual witness files 5.00 $362.50 
7/9/2008 CEK OC with investigator 1.00 $72.50 
7/1012008 CEK Continue preparing individual witness folders 6.00 $435.00 
7110/2008 CEK TC with investigator; TC with jailer 0.20 $14.50 
7/11/2008 CEK Continue preparing individual witness folders 3.50 $253.75 
711112008 CEK TC with psychologist 0.50 $36.25 
7/14/2008 CEK Finish individual witness folders 5.50 $398.75 
7/14/2008 CEK J ail visit; meet with witness; OC with investigator; 3 TC with client; 2 7.20 $522.00 
TC with investigator; research 
7/24/2008 CEK TC with psychologist 0.50 $36.25 
7/3112008 CEK Jail visit; research 5.20 $377.00 
8/1312008 CEK TC with court clerks 0.10 $7.25 
8115/2008 CEK OC with Judge in Chambers 2.10 $152.25 
8117/2008 CEK Catalogue discovery; read discovery 14.00 $1,015.00 
8/18/2008 CEK TC with jailer; trial preparation 6.30 $456.75 
8125/2008 CEK Work on motions 6.20 $449.50 
8/2612008 CEK Review Discovery 2.00 $145.00 
8/2812008 CEK Telephone Conference with prosecutor's office 0.10 $7.25 
8128/2008 CEK Telephone Conference with Prosecutor 0.10 $7.25 
8/2912008 CEK Trial Preparations 6.20 $449.50 
9/3/2008 CEK Review Discovery 4.50 $326.25 
9/812008 CEK Review Discovery 4.00 $290.00 
9/11/2008 CEK Review Discovery 4.10 $297.25 
9/15/2008 CEK Trial Preparations 4.10 $297.25 
9116/2008 CEK Trial preparations 5.00 $362.50 
9/17/2008 CEK Telephone Conference with client; TC with psychologist; trial 2.90 $210.25 
preparations 
9/18/2008 CEK Jail visit with client; witness go to and discuss with 7.20 $522.00 
9/2212008 CEK Trial Preparations 4.10 $297.25 
9/2412008 CEK Jail visit 3.00 $217.50 
9/25/2008 CEK Reviewing Documents 3.60 $261.00 
9/26/2008 CEK Jail visit 3.00 $217.50 
9/30/2008 CEK Jail visit 3.00 $217.50 
10/2/2008 CEK Jail visit 3.00 $217.50 
10/312008 CEK Review Discovery 6.30 $456.75 
10/9/2008 CEK Telephone call from client 0.10 $7.25 
10113/2008 CEK TC with Witness 0.30 $21.75 
10113/2008 CEK Research 4.20 $304.50 
10/13/2008 CEK TC with Witness 0.50 $36.25 
10/15/2008 CEK Travel to and from Lewiston, Jail Visit with Client, go to Evidence 8.20 $594.50 
Room; Trial Preparations 
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Leotis Branigh 
Fees (continued) 
















TC with Nez Perce County Court Clerks 
Travel to and from Lewiston, OC with Client, TC with Witness 
TC with Judge and Prosecutor 
Trial Preparations 
Work on Motions; Trial Preparations 
TC with Fitzgerald; Work on Motions; TC with Fitzgerald; TC with 
Fitzgerald 
Work on Motions; Trial Preparation; Prepare Trial Folders for 
Witnesses; Travel to and from Lewiston; File 1st Motion in Lemine 
and Venue Motion; Jail Visit with Client 
TC with Client; TC with Nez Perce County Jail; TC with 
Investigator; TC with Detective 
TC with Client 
Trial Preparations 
TC with Client x4; TC with Investigator; Conference Call with Judge 
and Prosecutor to set new trial date; Work on Motions; Trial 
Preparation 
J ail Visit with Client 
Review court order and calendar 
Trial Preparations 





















Total Amount Due 
AFFIDA VIT OF CHARLES E. KOVIS 
1 nru IflQ 
Re: Murder 
Amount 
$7.25 
$87.00 
$36.25 
$348.00 
$594.50 
$1,116.50 
$891.75 
$58.00 
$7.25 
$297.25 
$522.00 
$362.50 
$29.00 
$384.25 
$26,165.25 
$0.00 
$26,165.25 
$26,165.25 
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